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Preface

Purpose

This document provides system-level best practices and design guidance for the Cisco Unified Contact Center Express (Cisco Unified CCX), Release 8.0. With proper planning, design, and implementation, Cisco Unified CCX provides a reliable and flexible voice processing and contact center solution for the enterprise.

Audience

This design guide is intended for the system architects, designers, engineers, and Cisco channel partners who want to apply best design practices for Cisco Unified CCX.

This design guide assumes that the reader is already familiar with the following concepts:

• Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Unified CM) Administration
• Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR administration
• General system requirements and network design guidelines available from your local Cisco Systems Engineer (SE)

Scope

This document describes the various components used to build a Cisco Unified CCX system, and it gives recommendations on how to combine those components into an effective solution for your enterprise.

The following topics are not covered in this design guide:

• Installation and configuration of Cisco Unified CCX, Unified IP IVR, and Agent Desktop. For more information about these Cisco products, refer to the online product documentation available at Cisco.com.
• Cisco Unified IP IVR programming guidelines. Cisco Unified CCX is a packaged solution built upon a Cisco software platform called Customer Response Solutions (CRS). The CRS platform supports Unified IP IVR solution package. Unified IP IVR can be used with Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise (Unified CCE). Unlike Cisco Unified CCX, the Unified IP IVR solutions do not provide ACD and CTI functions. In Unified CCE deployments, the ACD and CTI functions are
provided by the Cisco Unified Intelligent Contact Management Enterprise (Unified ICME) software. Unified ICME software, combined with Unified IP IVR and Cisco Communications Manager (Unified CM), make up the Unified CCE Solution.

- Best practices for Contact Service Queues (CSQs) and priority queuing of Cisco Unified CCX.
- Design guidelines for Cisco Unified Communications common infrastructure and call processing. For information on Cisco IP Telephony design, refer to the Cisco IP Telephony Solution Reference Network Design documentation available online at http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd.
- Cisco Unified CCX Voice Browser (using VoiceXML), automatic speech recognition (ASR), and text-to-speech (TTS) best practices. For specific information on these topics, refer to the Nuance Communications Inc. website at http://www.nuance.com or the IBM Websphere Voice server web page at http://www-306.ibm.com/software/pervasive/voice_server/
- The call sizing guidelines in this document are intended only to illustrate concepts in providing high-level sizing of call center resources. This document is not intended to be an all-inclusive guide to designing and sizing contact centers. Each deployment will be different and specific to your system requirements.

Software Releases

Unless stated otherwise, the information in this document applies specifically to Cisco Unified CCX Release 8.0. Software releases are subject to change without notice, and those changes may or may not be indicated in this document. Refer to the Cisco Unified CCX release notes for the latest software releases and product compatibility information.

Document Structure

This guide contains the following chapters and appendices:

- Chapter 1, “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Overview and Packaging” provides an overview of the Cisco Unified CCX software and describes the Cisco Unified CCX packaging.
- Chapter 2, “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Solution Architecture for Cisco Unified Communications Manager” describes the terminology, call processing, system management, Cisco Unified CCX Engine and Database components, Monitoring and Recording components, ASR and TTS, integration with Unified ICME, fault tolerance, and software compatibility for Cisco Unified CCX.
- Chapter 3, “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Solution Architecture for Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express” provides an overview of the architecture for a Cisco Unified CCX deployment with Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express.
- Chapter 4, “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Deployment Models” describes the way Cisco Unified CCX can be deployed.
- Chapter 5, “Basics of Call Center Sizing,” introduces the basic concepts involved in call center sizing.
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- Chapter 6, “Sizing Cisco Unified Contact Center Express and Cisco Unified Communications Manager Servers,” discusses the impact of performance criteria on the Cisco Unified CCX and Unified CM servers.
- Appendix A, “Server Capacities and Limits” provides a list of server capacities and limits.
- Appendix B, “Voice Over IP Monitoring” provides design considerations for SPAN-based services.
- Appendix C, “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Integration with LDAP Server” provides information about directory services.
- The Index helps you find information in this guide.

Obtaining Documentation, Obtaining Support, and Security Guidelines

For information on obtaining documentation, obtaining support, security guidelines, and also recommended aliases and general Cisco documents, see the monthly What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation, which also lists all new and revised Cisco technical documentation, at:


Documentation Feedback

You can provide comments about this document by sending email to the following address:
ccbu_docfeedback@cisco.com

We appreciate your comments.
Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Overview and Packaging

This chapter describes the basic architecture and capabilities of Cisco Unified Contact Center Express (Cisco Unified CCX), and explains how to match those capabilities to your system requirements. This chapter contains the following sections:

- Cisco Unified CCX Overview, page 1-2
- Cisco Unified CCX Packaging, page 1-3
- Inbound Voice, page 1-4
- Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer, page 1-20
- Quality Management and Compliance Recording, page 1-21
- Workforce Management, page 1-23

Cisco Unified CCX can be deployed with Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Cisco Unified CM) or Cisco Unified Communications Manager Business Edition (CUCM BE) or Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express (Cisco Unified CME). These applications were formerly named Cisco CallManager and Cisco CallManager Express. Cisco Unified CCX is a Linux based appliance.


This document addresses only the capabilities and deployment models of Cisco Unified CCX. For similar information about other releases of Cisco Unified CCX, refer the appropriate SRND for the release.

Note
Cisco Unified CCX does not support expansion server for either non-high availability or high availability inbound deployments. In addition, Cisco Unified CCX does not support a co-resident deployment with Cisco Unified CM(s). High availability is supported only for the inbound voice option.

Cisco Unified CCX does not support Cisco Unified SRST or Cisco Unified CME running in SRST mode.
Cisco Unified CCX Overview

Cisco Unified CCX provides options to address multiple contact center functional areas using a variety of server deployment models. These functions and their associated deployment models are:

- Inbound voice is deployed on a one server non-high availability or a two server high availability cluster.
- Outbound voice does not support high availability but is deployed on the same servers as inbound voice.
- Cisco Quality Managers (QM) and Advanced Quality Managers (AQM) provide call and screen recording, respectively, as well as quality management and are additional cost options available only with Cisco Unified CCX Premium. QM and AQM must be deployed on a separate dedicated server.

Note
QM and AQM are different from the integrated on-demand recording capability available with both Cisco Unified CCX Enhanced and Premium. On-demand recording continues to run as an integrated feature on the Cisco Unified CCX active and/or standby servers.

- Cisco Workforce Manager (WFM) must be deployed on a separate dedicated single server.
- Cisco Compliance Recording (CR), Quality Manager (QM) and Advanced Quality Managers (AQM) provide call recording. In addition, QM provides quality management and AQM provides screen recording. All are additional cost options. CR is available with all Cisco Unified CCX packages whereas AQM is available only with Cisco Unified CCX Premium. CR, QM and AQM must be deployed on a separate dedicated server.

Note
CR, QM and AQM are different from the integrated on-demand recording capability available with both Cisco Unified CCX Enhanced and Premium. On-demand recording continues to run as an integrated feature on the Cisco Unified CCX active and/or standby servers.

Note
The specific deployment models and the server or multiple servers that are required for a deployment model can only be determined by using the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool. This tool is required by the Cisco Assessment to Quality (A2Q) process for every new, add-on, and upgrade system. The tool is available at: http://tools.cisco.com/cucst

The tool provides a structured way to configure a Cisco Unified CCX system, automatically pass or fail a configuration, and it provides a complete bill of materials for the configuration.

These options can be deployed on Cisco Media Convergence Servers (MCSs) or on HP or IBM MCS equivalents for any of the functional components with the supported deployment models. However, different functional components require different deployment models and high availability is available only for inbound voice. In addition, high availability for inbound voice, outbound, quality management, and workforce management are not supported for Cisco Unified CME. Different features require different deployment models.

Cisco Assessment to Quality (A2Q) requires that all deployments of Cisco Unified CCX use the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool to complete pass bid assurance. The Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool provides a complete list of all the servers and server configurations required for a given Cisco Unified CCX deployment.
Cisco Unified CCX Packaging

Cisco Unified CCX is a complete customer interaction management solution available in three different packages: Standard, Enhanced and Premium. Different packages provide varying levels of customer interaction management channel options and capability within a contact channel. Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 describe the major customer interaction management options and their availability. For more detailed information, refer product data sheets, feature guides and end user documentation for each type of Cisco Unified CCX customer contact interaction management at the following URL:


Cisco Unified CCX deployments must have all product components and optional features of the same package type. Mixing components or options from different packages is not supported. For example, Enhanced Inbound voice option and Premium Quality Manager option are not supported.

Table 1-1  Customer Interaction Channel Availability by Cisco Unified CCX Package for Cisco Unified CM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Channel</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inbound Voice</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbound Voice High Availability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance Recording</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Quality Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-2  Customer Interaction Channel Availability for Cisco Unified CM and Cisco Unified CME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Channel</th>
<th>Cisco Unified CM</th>
<th>Cisco Unified CME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inbound Voice</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbound Voice High Availability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance Recording</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Quality Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note
Starting from Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2), the standard package will support skill and competency-based routing. However, it will no longer support Cisco Agent Desktop. IP Phone Agent and Cisco Supervisor Desktop will continue to be supported. For deployment of Cisco Unified CME on UC500, Cisco Unified CCX supports only the Standard package.
Inbound Voice

Cisco Unified CCX Standard, Enhanced and Premium each provide varying levels of inbound voice ACD, IVR, CTI, agent and supervisor desktops and desktop administration, real-time and historical reporting, and web based administration features.

For a comparison of feature content by package, refer the Cisco Contact Center Express Features and Specifications reference document at:


Each user license is for a concurrent user. For example, a contact center with three shifts of 100 agents and supervisors requires 100 concurrent user licenses. Each shift of 100 users would reuse these licenses during their shifts.

Table 1-3 lists the inbound voice licensed components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent inbound voice seat.</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each concurrent inbound voice user (agent or supervisor) requires a concurrent seat license. Each quantity one seat license provides:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantity one Cisco Agent Desktop (CAD)</td>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantity one Cisco IP Phone Agent (IPPA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantity one Cisco Supervisor Desktop (CSD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantity one Cisco Desktop Administrator (CDA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantity one historical reporting client</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quantity one on demand recording client (CAD and CSD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note In Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2) and later releases, CAD is available only for Enhanced and Premium packages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note For more detailed information, see the “IVR Ports” section on page 1-4. |

High Availability (HA) option. | Yes. | Yes. | Not available. |
HA provides licensing for mirrored, warm standby server software. |

IVR Ports

IVR ports are packaged as either Basic or Advanced IVR ports.
• Basic IVR Ports Licensing—Basic IVR ports are not licensed and a given configuration may have as many Basic IVR ports as fit given the server on which the system is deployed and the mix of other features deployed on that server. You must use the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool to determine the maximum number of Basic IVR ports that are supported on a per configuration basis. Basic IVR ports provide a queue point, custom messaging and prompting, caller input collection, and processing via DTMF decoding. Decoded DTMF input may be used for both routing and screen pop purposes. Basic IVR ports (and only Basic IVR ports) are available in both the Standard and Enhanced packages.

• Advanced IVR ports licensing—Advanced IVR ports are licensed on a per inbound voice seat basis and are available only with the Premium package. Each inbound voice seat provides two Advanced IVR port licenses. For example, a 100 seat inbound voice deployment provides 200 Advanced IVR port licenses. Advanced IVR port licenses counts are checked at run-time. In the example given here, the 201st simultaneously active request for an Advanced IVR port to handle an incoming call would be denied. Deployments requiring more IVR ports than provided by this 1:2 seat:Advanced IVR port ratio would need to purchase one additional Premium inbound voice seat for each two additional Advanced IVR ports required.

The number of IVR ports is also limited by the maximum number supported for a given server platform as listed in the Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet. In case of virtualized deployment, the maximum number of IVR ports is limited by the maximum number supported for a given virtual machine template.

Inbound Voice Packaged Components

The primary components provided with inbound voice are described in the following sections. These sections provide high level descriptions of the features and functions provided for these components. For more specific information, refer the Cisco Unified CCX user documentation.

• Automatic Call Distribution (ACD), page 1-5
• Interactive Voice Response (IVR), page 1-9
• Computer Telephony Integration (CTI), page 1-12
• Cisco Desktop Services (CAD, IPPA, CSD), page 1-14
• Historical Reporting, page 1-13

Automatic Call Distribution (ACD)

Table 1-4 describes the Automatic Call Distribution (ACD) features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.
### Table 1-4  
**ACD Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conditional Routing.</strong> Cisco Unified CCX supports routing based upon caller input to menus, real-time queue statistics, time of day, day of week, ANI, dialed number, and processing of data from XML text files.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent Selection.</strong> Cisco Unified CCX supports longest available, linear, most handled contacts, shortest average handle time, and circular agent selection algorithms. With Basic ACD functionality, agents are associated with one resource group only.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customizable Queuing Announcements.</strong> Cisco Unified CCX supports the playing of customizable queuing announcements based upon the skill group that the call is being queued to, including announcements related to position in queue and expected delay.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Re-route on Ring No Answer.</strong> If the selected agent does not answer within the allowed time limit, the caller retains the position in queue. Any screen pop data is also preserved.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cisco Unified Intelligent Contact Management Enterprise (Cisco Unified ICME) Integration.

Cisco Unified CCX can integrate with Cisco Unified ICME. Cisco Unified ICME integration provides the following capabilities:

- The ability for Cisco Unified CCX to send agent, queue, and call state changes to Cisco Unified ICME software.

- The ability of Cisco Unified ICME software to intelligently route and load balance (using pre-routing or post-routing) calls across multiple ACD sites, which can include one or more Cisco Unified CCX systems, Cisco Unified CCE systems, or traditional ACDs (that are supported by Cisco Unified ICME software). Calls routed to a Cisco Unified CCX application can also be sent call data so that the data can be popped onto an agent screen.

- The ability for Cisco Unified CCX to send post-route requests with call data to the Cisco Unified ICME software to request routing instructions. This event could be in response to a new call that just arrived at Cisco Unified CCX or a call that is being transferred from an IVR port or agent. Call data included in the post-route request can be used by the Cisco Unified ICME software to profile route the call. Call data is also passed to the terminating ACD site (Cisco Unified CCX, Cisco Unified CCE, or traditional ACD) for an agent screen pop.

- The ability for Cisco Unified ICME software to provide multi-site ACD reporting for a mixed network of ACD sites, which can include one or more Cisco Unified CCX systems, Cisco Unified CCE systems, or traditional ACDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cisco Unified Intelligent Contact Management Enterprise (Cisco Unified ICME) Integration.</strong></td>
<td>Optional.</td>
<td>Optional.</td>
<td>Optional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Integration of Cisco Unified CCX with Cisco Unified ICME is supported for Cisco Unified Communications Manager, but not Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1-4 ACD Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package (continued)**
### Table 1-4  ACD Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data driven routing for HTML and XML data sources.</strong> The ability to use data obtained from HTML or XML documents to make routing decisions. XML document processing can also be used as a data store to access system-wide static data like a list of holidays, hours of operations, a short list of hot customer accounts, and so on.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Agent Skill and Competency-Based Routing.** Agents can be configured with up to 50 skills, each with up to 10 a different competency levels. Contact Service Queues (also known as skill groups) can be configured as requiring up to 50 skills, each with up to 10 minimum skill competency levels. The Cisco Unified CCX routing logic then matches the caller and contact requirements with agent skills to find the optimum match using one of the following agent selection criteria:  
  - Longest available, most handled contacts, or shortest average handle time  
  - Most skilled, most skilled by weight, or most skilled by order  
  - Least skilled, least skilled by weight, or least skilled by order  
**Note** Starting with Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2), this feature is available with the Standard package. It is not available with the standard package for releases prior to Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2). | Included.     | Included.    | Included.    |
| **High Availability Failover.** With HA failure of the active server can be detected and the ACD subsystem can automatically fail over from the active to the standby server. | Optional with HA license. | Optional with HA license. | Not available. |
| **Dynamic Reskilling by Administrator or Supervisor.** Changes to CSQ skills and competencies and agent skills and competencies are applied immediately. | Included.     | Included.    | Included.    |
| **Prioritized Queuing.** Up to 10 levels of customer contacts can be prioritized based upon call or customer data, and calls may be moved within or among queues under workflow control using priority information. | Included.     | Included.    | Not available. |
| **Agent Routing.** Cisco Unified CCX routing applications can select a specific agent if that agent is in Ready state. (Queuing on a per agent basis is not supported.) | Included.     | Included.    | Not available. |
Interactive Voice Response (IVR)

Table 1-5 describes the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.

**Table 1-5 IVR Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Prompt &amp; Collect IVR.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>Basic IVR port and Advanced IVR port cannot be mixed in the same configuration. Advanced IVR port includes all features available in Basic IVR port.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>All calls in queue and calls receiving IVR call treatment will be lost. Calls already transferred to the agent will be preserved.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1-5 IVR Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced IVR Port Database Integration.</strong> The Cisco Unified CCX server can interoperate with any JDBC-compliant database. Databases tested and supported by Cisco are listed in <em>Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide</em>, which is available at: <a href="http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcosw/ps1846/products_device_support_tables_list.html">http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcosw/ps1846/products_device_support_tables_list.html</a> Data retrieved from databases can be used with the conditional routing capabilities to provide customer profile-based routing and queuing. Database integration also provides the ability to offer complete self-service applications to callers. Database views are not supported using the Cisco Unified CCX Editor database steps, but database views could be accessed using Voice XML or Java logic modules.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced IVR Ports HTTP Triggers (the web analogue to Cisco Unified CM Telephony) to invoke and run a workflow.</strong> HTTP triggers enable a Cisco Unified CCX to receive a customer contact request through an HTTP request. This approach allows web users to be offered service through a “click to talk to an agent” button. Information collected using the web (a customer call back number, account number, shopping cart content, and so on) can be passed to the Cisco Unified CCX script to allow customer profile-based routing and a data-rich screen pop. These contacts can be prioritized and routed using the same methods available to normal inbound voice callers.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced IVR Port SMTP outbound mail subsystem that may be used at run time under workflow control to send an e-mail.</strong> Third-party paging or fax products that accept an incoming e-mail to invoke a page or fax service may use this subsystem to provide real-time paging and fax responses in addition to e-mail responses.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1-5  IVR Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unified CCX supports executing application logic developed with the Voice XML (VXML) standard. VXML is required for certain complex grammar ASR and TTS interactions and is optional for a DTMF or simple ASR or TTS voice interaction service. VXML allows organizations to reuse application logic from other applications, such as a transaction server to a mainframe database.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Use of large vocabulary recognition (LVR) needs to be validated during the A2Q phase.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Unified CCX uses MRCP v1 for communicating with third party ASR-TTS servers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The supported ASR-TTS servers include Nuance, Scansoft, and IBM WVS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced IVR Port Call Recording. The Cisco Unified CCX server can record input from callers. This capability could be used to allow call center staff to remotely record new announcements or prompts.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced IVR Port Java Support. The Cisco Unified CCX server can support logic defined using Java. Java support allows for logic from existing web and Java applications to be reused.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced IVR Port Automatic Speech Recognition via MRCP. ASR provides the ability to use natural human speech to replace DTMF keypad presses as a way to interact with IVR applications.</td>
<td>Optional with purchase of compatible ASR product from Nuance or IBM.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1-5  IVR Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced IVR Port Text to Speech via MRCP. TTS provides the ability to use flat text files as input to a computer generated speech engine. TTS can replace pre-recorded human speech in IVR applications.</td>
<td>Optional with purchase of compatible TTS product from Nuance or IBM.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced IVR Port Remote Silent Monitoring. Provides a mechanism for silent monitoring of calls using an IP phone or a PSTN phone. This form of silent monitoring does not require a CSD application to be running but does require a seat license for any supervisor engaged in remote silent monitoring. Remote silent monitoring also does not require any data network connectivity and is ideally suited for management of outsourced customers of a call center service provider. The agent is unaware when being monitored using remote silent monitoring.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)

Computer Telephony Integrative (CTI) refers to the ability to use data available from caller entered data, ACD, IVR or other data sources, to pop to the agent, to use to make routing decisions, or to use as a key to perform a data lookup (for example, via a database access prior to popping to the agent or to use in making routing decisions). CTI may also imply the ability to invoke a third-party application and to pass data to that application as part of the agent screen pop.

Table 1-6 describes the CTI features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.
Table 1-6  CTI Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic CTI.</strong> Provides a customizable enterprise data window that is popped on the agent desktop upon call ringing. Data within the enterprise data window includes ANI, dialed number, and any caller input (account number, order number, case number, reason for calling, and so on), and details about how long the caller interacted with the IVR, how long the caller waited in queue, and how long the caller spent with all other agents if this was a transferred call.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note</strong> For Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2) and later releases, CAD is not supported on the Standard package, and so, the enterprise data is only available on IP Phone Agent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced CTI.</strong> Advanced CTI functionality allows call data to be passed to other Windows-based desktop applications (for example, CRM applications) for an application screen pop on ringing. Passing data to other applications is performed through keystroke macros that are then associated with specific call events such as call ringing or call release. With keystroke macros and HTTP put/get commands, no programming is required to develop a screen pop application.</td>
<td>Included. Premium package adds support for using data from supported databases using workflow-based SQL queries.</td>
<td>Included. Enhanced package adds support for using data from XML data sources. Database integration is not supported.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note</strong> UCCX currently supports integration with Microsoft CRM CTI adapter using the CCX CTI interface.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Historical Reporting

Cisco Unified CCX Historical Reporting provides supervisors and administrators with information about call, agent, and CSQ activities. Users of the Historical Reports can perform the following functions:

- View, print, and save reports.
- Sort and filter reports.
- Send scheduled reports to a file or to a printer.
- Export reports in a variety of formats, including PDF, RTF, XML, and CSV.
- Prepare custom reports using a variety of generally available 3rd party applications that are designed to create reports from databases.

Table 1-6 describes the CTI features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.
Table 1-7  Historical Reporting Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viewing Reports.</strong></td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View reports for the entire contact center using the Historical Reports client.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Custom Reports.</strong></td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate custom reports using a combination of the Crystal Reports Developer’s Toolkit and SQL stored procedures. For more information, refer the Cisco Unified CCX Historical Reporting Administrator and Developer Guide and Cisco Unified CCX Database Schema.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cisco Desktop Services (CAD, IPPA, CSD)

Cisco Desktop Services provide Cisco Agent Desktop and IP Phone Agent for agent use, and Cisco Supervisor Desktop for supervisor use.

Table 1-8 describes the Cisco Desktop Services features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.

Table 1-9 on page 1-17 describes the IP Phone Agent (IPPA) features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.

Table 1-10 on page 1-18 describes the Cisco Supervisor Desktop features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.

Note CAD is not available in the Standard package starting from Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2).

Table 1-8  Cisco Agent Desktop Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent State Control.</strong> From the agent desktop, agents log in, log out, and make themselves ready and not ready.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Control.</strong> From the agent desktop, agents answer, release, hold, retrieve, conference, and transfer calls. (Call control can also be performed from a Cisco Unified IP Phone.) For example, to answer a call, the agent can simply pickup the phone handset. The Cisco Unified CCX software ensures that the current call state for the phone and CAD application are kept in synch.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note Call control initiated from the agent desktop is available only with Cisco Unified CCX with Cisco Unified CM, not with Cisco Unified CCX with Cisco Unified CME.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic Regrouping.</strong> Change of agent association with a resource group is applied immediately.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Real-Time Statistics. Agents have access to real-time statistics for themselves and the queues to which they are associated. For example, from the agent desktop application, agents can see how many calls they have handled today and how many calls are currently in queue for their team.

Integrated Text Messaging. Agents can interact with their supervisor and other agents through text chat.

Reason Codes. Agents can be configured to enter reason codes for not ready and logout.

Basic CTI. Agent desktops provide an enterprise data window that is popped upon call ringing.

Telephony Support. CAD can be deployed with select Cisco Unified IP Phone models, as described in the Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide. However, there are different features available on different phones.

CAD also supports the agent using the Cisco IP Communicator soft phone application running on the same workstation with CAD.

An agent ACD (Cisco Unified CCX) extension is valid only with a single line. An agent ACD extension must not be configured to forward on no answer to a voice messaging system or to any other termination point. Doing so might affect re-routing on ring-no-answer of a Cisco Unified CCX routed call to another agent or back to queue. Agents who need to be contacted directly or who need voice messages should have their phones configured with a second extension (and multiple lines if necessary).

Cisco Unified CCX will monitor and report on activity on the non-ACD extensions on a phone.

Agents are associated with a specific Cisco Unified Communications Manager extension (directory number).

Hot Desking. Hot desking allows agents to log in using CAD and any Cisco Unified IP Phone that is registered with the same Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster. Agents using CAD and Cisco IP Communicator can also use Extension Mobility. This capability allows multiple agents to use the same phone, but only one at a time. For example, different agents on different shifts may use the same workstation and phone.

Extension Mobility brings a user specific phone profile (including configured extensions for that user) to the phone being logged in from. After logging into Cisco Unified Communications Manager with Extension Mobility, agents can log into Cisco Unified CCX using CAD.

Auto Update. When the CAD starts up, it checks to see if a new version of the CAD program is available and automatically performs an update on the agent workstation.

### Table 1-8 Cisco Agent Desktop Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Real-Time Statistics.</strong></td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrated Text Messaging.</strong></td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reason Codes.</strong></td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic CTI.</strong></td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephony Support.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Desking.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Update.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1-8  Cisco Agent Desktop Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desktop Workflows.</strong> A wizard based interface allowing desktop events (such as ringing or going off hook) to have associated rules and rule actions that are invoked when the rule is met for that event.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application Integration.</strong> CAD can be configured using desktop workflows to allow call data to be passed to other desktop applications (for example, CRM applications) for an application screen pop. Passing data to other applications is performed through keystroke macros or HTTP put/get commands that are then associated with specific call events such as call ringing. No programming is required to develop a screen pop. Application integration can also be done upon call release to pop open a wrap-up application on the agent workstation.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workflow Buttons.</strong> CAD can be configured to have pre-defined workflow buttons that execute specified programs and keystrokes. Workflow buttons aid agents in completing repetitive tasks quickly.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On-Demand Call Recording.</strong> CAD can be configured to allow clicking a single button to start and stop call recording. The call recording contains only the portion of the call that occurs after the start record button is clicked. There are limits to how many simultaneous call recording sessions can be performed. Capacity and configuration limits are defined in the Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet available here: <a href="http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custswc/en/ps1846/products_data_sheets_list.html">http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custswc/en/ps1846/products_data_sheets_list.html</a></td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complete Call Recording.</strong> CAD can be configured to automatically start and stop recording upon call answer and release. Conditions upon which calls are to be recorded are defined in an application script. There are limits to how many simultaneous call recording sessions can be performed.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Failover.</strong> Upon failure of the active Cisco Unified CCX server, CAD will automatically re-login agents on the standby server, and the agent will be placed into a Not Ready state. Upon failure of the active Cisco Unified CCX server, active calls on agents phones will survive. However, the call duration and other information that is associated with the call in the historical reporting database may be affected. Historical reports generated for time periods in which a failover occurred will have missing or incorrect data. It will be called out in the report that a failover occurred.</td>
<td>Optional with HA license.</td>
<td>Optional with HA license.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wrap up Codes.</strong> Agents can use the CAD to select from one of many predefined wrap up codes either during the call or while the agent is in Work state.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inbound Voice

Table 1-8  Cisco Agent Desktop Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent E-mail.</strong> This feature is tightly integrated into the agent desktop, with controls built into the toolbar and display. It queues and routes e-mails to staffed and skilled agents, facilitates the creation of the agent's response, and provides a collection of real-time and historical reports that help measure e-mail performance accurately.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presence.</strong> When integrated with Cisco Unified Presence, Agents and Supervisors can view the presence state of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) on CAD and chat with them.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workforce Management.</strong> Workforce Management is a workforce scheduling solution in which the supervisor or any contact center manager can schedule their agents based on forecasted call volume and agent expertise, availability, and other factors. Agents have an interface for that portion of the Workforce Management application that applies to them</td>
<td>Optional with Workforce Management user license.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outbound.</strong> CAD includes buttons to control an agent response to an outbound contact offering by the system. If the agent clicks the Accept button, the system places the outbound call to the customer from the agent phone.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note** The Outbound Dialer feature is only available with Cisco Unified CCX with Cisco Unified CM, not with Cisco Unified CCX with Cisco Unified CME.

Table 1-9  IPPA Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent State Control.</strong> From the IPPA XML application, agents log in, log out, and make themselves ready or not ready.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Call Control.</strong> The Cisco Unified IP Phone provides call control.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic Regrouping.</strong> Change of agent association with a resource group is applied immediately.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Real-Time Statistics.</strong> Agents have access to real-time statistics for themselves and the queues to which they are associated.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reason Codes.</strong> Agents can be configured to enter reason codes for not ready and logout.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic CTI.</strong> IPPA allows for call data to be popped onto the IP Phone display upon call ringing</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telephony Support.</strong> IPPA can be run from any phone that supports an XML client.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hot Desking. Hot desking allows agents to log in using any Cisco Unified IP Phone that is registered with the same Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster. Agents using Cisco IP Communicator can also use Extension Mobility. This capability allows multiple agents to use the same phone, but only one at a time. For example, different agents on different shifts may use the same workstation and phone.

Extension Mobility brings a user specific phone profile (including configured extensions for that user) to the phone being logged in from. After logging into Cisco Unified Communications Manager with Extension Mobility, agents can log into Cisco Unified CCX using CAD.

On-Demand Call Recording. IPPA can be configured to allow clicking a single button to start and stop call recording on demand. The call recording contains only the portion of the call that occurs after the start record button is clicked. There are limits to how many simultaneous call recording sessions can be performed. Capacity and configuration limits are defined in the Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet available here:


### Table 1-9  IPPA Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot Desking</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Demand Call Recording</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1-10   Cisco Supervisor Desktop Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View / Change Agent State</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-Time Agent and Skill Statistics</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Text Messaging</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquee Messages</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1-10  
Cisco Supervisor Desktop Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silent Monitoring.</strong> CSD allows a supervisor to silently monitor agent calls. Agents can be configured to be aware or unaware that they are being monitored.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barge-in.</strong> CSD allows a supervisor to barge in on an agent call. The barge-in feature enters the supervisor, the agent, and the caller into a three-way conference. This feature requires the supervisor to have the CAD application open and to be logged in as an agent. The agent is aware when the supervisor barges in. Barge-in is supported for agents using CAD with IP Communicator, CAD with IP Phone, or IPPA.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intercept.</strong> CSD allows a supervisor to intercept an agent call. The intercept feature transfers the call to the supervisor. This feature requires the supervisor to have the CAD application open and to be logged in as an agent. As the call releases from the agent desktop and phone, the agent is aware when an intercept occurs. The agent is then available to take another call. Intercept is supported for agents using CAD with IP Communicator, CAD with IP Phone, or IPPA.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On-Demand Agent Call Recording.</strong> CSD allows a supervisor to dynamically start and stop recording agent calls on demand. Agents are not aware that they are being recorded. A call recording only contains the portion of the call that occurs after the start record button is clicked.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Included.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are limits to how many simultaneous call recording sessions can be performed. Capacity and configuration limits are defined in the Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet available here: [http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcontent/ps1846/products_data_sheets_list.html](http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcontent/ps1846/products_data_sheets_list.html)

**Call Recording Playback and Exports.** The CSD Record Viewer application allows a supervisor to play back calls that were recorded within the last 7 days. Supervisors can sort the recorded call list by agent, DN, or date/time. Within Record Viewer, supervisors can tag selected recordings for a 30-day extended archiving, and supervisors can save selected recordings as a .wav format in a specified folder for permanent archiving. | Included. | Included. | Not available. |
The Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer (Outbound) provides campaign based outbound preview dialer support. Each inbound Premium seat provides one outbound seat. This means that, if you have 100 inbound seats, you can have up to 100 agents logged in and up to 100 agents handling outbound calls at the same time.

Table 1-11 lists the Outbound voice availability in each Cisco Unified CCX package.

Table 1-11    Outbound Voice Availability for Each Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Table 1-12 describes the Outbound Voice features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campaign Management.</strong></td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrators create and configure campaigns. They can specify a daily time range during which outbound calls are made and a set of CSQs whose agents make the outbound calls. They can also specify and import a list of customer contacts to be called.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area Codes Management.</strong></td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrators can add mappings from area code to time zone for non-North American locations. This information is used to determine the customer contact current time before placing an outbound call.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent Outbound Controls.</strong></td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents can accept, reject, or skip outbound call requests. Agents can also reclassify calls to any one of many call results, such as Busy, Fax, and Answering Machine.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Removing “Do Not Call” Contacts.</strong></td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After an agent reclassifies a contact as “Do Not Call”, the Administrator can remove this contact from all campaigns.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quality Management and Compliance Recording

Quality Management (QM) supports the recording and archiving of every call between agents and customers. Managers and supervisors can evaluate a customer contact by listening to the recording and filling out an electronic evaluation form. They can also monitor and analyze the performance of groups, teams, and individual agents by looking at summary and detail reports of those evaluations. Supervisors and managers can then use these results to suggest training classes for the agents to take.

The Quality Management product also supports Compliance Recording by enabling 100% audio recording of calls for selected teams of agent or knowledge workers. A knowledge worker is defined as any Cisco IP telephony user of a phone supported through Cisco Unified Communications Manager. In addition to 100% call recording QM also provides a compliance recording call search, playback and export functions within the QM desktop application.

Each user license is for a named (not concurrent) user. For example, a contact center with three shifts of 100 agents and supervisors would need 300 named user licenses. Each shift of 100 users would use the license associated with them during their shift.

Advanced QM is similar to QM except that it supports screen recording. Screen recording allows a supervisor to see what the agent was doing on the desktop at the time the agent handled a call.

Compliance Recording (CR) enables audio recording of knowledge worker’s phone calls according to recording policies established within QM Administrator Desktop within a archive and/or quality workflow. Compliance recording users can also use the QM desktop application to search and play their own recordings. A QM system with only Compliance recording licenses (no QM or AQM) must be
deployed with a Cisco Unified CCX system in the configuration. In addition, CR recording licenses can be assigned to supervisors, managers or archive user roles, thus enabling CR licensed users to access a wider scope of calls within the QM desktop application.

Table 1-13 lists the Quality Management licensed component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Note**
Advanced QM is available starting with Cisco Unified CCX 5.0(2). Compliance Recording is available starting with Cisco Unified CCX 7.0(1) SR4.

Quality Management is licensed on a per-named user basis and provides all the server software required with the exception of the Windows operation system (Windows 2003) and database software (Microsoft SQL 2005) for the QM server, which must be purchased off the shelf.

Table 1-14 describes the features available in each Quality Management package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Compliance Recording</th>
<th>QM</th>
<th>Advanced QM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users synchronized with CCX or administered directly in QM.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Available.</td>
<td>Available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cisco Workforce Management allows supervisors and contact center managers to develop schedules for their agents and manage key performance indicators and real-time adherence. Managers can create and manage schedules for an unlimited number of sites, manage scheduling for offices spread out in different time zones, and schedule alternative media sources seamlessly, including chat and e-mail.

Each user license is for a configured (not concurrent) user. For example, a contact center with three shifts of 100 agents and supervisors would need 300 configured user licenses. Each shift of 100 users would use the license associated with them during their shift.

Table 1-15 lists the Workforce Management licensed component.

Table 1-15 Workforce Management Licensed Component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>License</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1-16 describes the Workforce Management features that are available in each Cisco Unified CCX Package.

Table 1-16 Workforce Management Features Available in Each Cisco Unified CCX Package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Premium</th>
<th>Enhanced</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forecasting</td>
<td>Available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPIs and reporting</td>
<td>Available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
<td>Not available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cisco Unified CCX is a solution composed of many components. These components include not just the Cisco Unified CCX software and the servers upon which that software runs, but also include Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Cisco Unified CM), Cisco routers, Cisco data switches, Cisco Voice Gateways, and Cisco IP Phones. Cisco Unified CCX software is part of the Cisco Unified Contact Center Express (Cisco Unified CCX) software platform. Cisco Unified CCX provides the software capabilities for not just Cisco Unified CCX, but also Cisco Unified IP IVR. Cisco Unified IP IVR is primarily used for Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise (Cisco Unified CCE) deployments. A single physical server can run only one of the Cisco Unified CCX packages, either Cisco Unified CCX or Cisco Unified IP IVR.
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Cisco Unified CCX Terminology

The Cisco Unified CM Telephony subsystem provides a mechanism for Cisco Unified CCX to communicate with Cisco Unified CM for call processing. Within Cisco Unified CM, an application user with CTI permissions is defined and that user ID is used by the Cisco Unified CM Telephony subsystem to log into Cisco Unified CM through JTAPI messaging. This user ID is referred to as the Cisco Unified CM Telephony user ID. This login process is what allows Cisco Unified CCX to begin communications with Cisco Unified CM and offer services like routing control.

When a caller dials the number of an extension configured on an IP Phone, Cisco Unified CM is capable of setting up that call without the aid of Cisco Unified CCX. However, sometimes callers dial generic numbers that are not associated with any particular phone. In those situations, Cisco Unified CM needs a mechanism to request routing instruction from some other application. One such mechanism is a route request message and one such application that can provide routing control is Cisco Unified CCX. In order for Cisco Unified CM to request routing from another application for a particular dialed number, there must be a CTI Route Point defined within Cisco Unified CM for that dialed number. In Cisco Unified CCX, this CTI Route Point is defined in the Cisco Unified CM Telephony Trigger. Within Cisco Unified CM the CTI Route Point is also associated with the user (application) that can provide routing control. This Cisco Unified CM configuration is what enables Cisco Unified CM to ask Cisco Unified CCX how to route a call. The creation of a CTI Route Point, the association of that CTI Route Point to the dialed number, and the user association of that CTI Route Point to the Cisco Unified CM Telephony user responsible for routing control is done automatically by the Cisco Unified CCX Server as part of the creation of a Cisco Unified CM Telephony trigger within Cisco Unified CCX.

The Cisco Unified CM Telephony trigger also specifies what CTI port group and Cisco Unified CCX application to use for a specified dialed number. As discussed in Chapter 1, Cisco Unified CCX provides IVR functionality. A Cisco Unified CCX system can provide up to 300 logical IVR ports (also called CTI Ports). The CTI ports within Cisco Unified CCX are logical VoIP endpoints where calls can be terminated—very similar to a softphone. The difference is that these softphones are controlled by an application that has the ability to encode .wav files from disk into one of the supported VoIP formats (G.711 or G.729) and then stream those VoIP packets out the Ethernet interface on the Cisco Unified CCX Server to the calling VoIP endpoint (IP Phone or Voice Gateway port). Each CTI Port must be defined within Cisco Unified CM as a device with a type of “CTI Port.” Each CTI Port device is assigned a unique directory number (extension), just like a phone. This allows Cisco Unified CM to setup calls to these devices and endpoints. The creation of the CTI Ports on Cisco Unified CM is done automatically by the Cisco Unified CCX server when a group of CTI Ports (Call Control Group) is defined.

When a caller dials a dialed number that is associated with a CTI Route Point, Cisco Unified CM sends a route request to Cisco Unified CCX which has the dialed number associated with a group of CTI Ports. The Cisco Unified CCX software selects an available CTI Port from that CTI Port Group and returns the extension of that CTI Port to Cisco Unified CM. Cisco Unified CM then attempts to setup a call to that extension (CTI Port) by sending a ring message to the Cisco Unified CCX server. When the Cisco Unified CCX server gets the ring message for a particular CTI Port for a particular dialed number, the Cisco Unified CCX server begins executing the script associated with that trigger’s application. The first step in a script is typically an Accept step. The Accept step in the application will answer the call by sending a message to Cisco Unified CM to establish an RTP stream between the selected CTI Port and
the Voice Gateway (VG) port (or calling IP Phone). The application can then prompt callers for input and provide the caller self service. When either the caller hangs up or the application executes a Terminate step, Cisco Unified CM tears down the call.

Within the application, it is also possible to route or transfer the call to an available agent. If no agents are available, queueing treatment is provided to the caller. Agents in Cisco Unified CCX are called resources. There is a subsystem within Cisco Unified CCX called the Resource Manager which is responsible for monitoring the state of agents and selecting agents based upon the agent skills and queue skills required. Queues in Cisco Unified CCX are called Contact Service Queues (CSQs). Agents use Cisco Agent Desktop (CAD) or IP Phone Agent (IPPA) state controls to log in and make themselves ready. The Resource Manager is updated upon every agent state change.

Administrators use the Cisco Unified CCX Administration web interface to configure agent skills and competencies. Cisco Unified CCX Administration is also used to define CSQ skill and competency requirements and the agent selection criteria to be used for that CSQ. Applications use the Select Resource step to specify the CSQ into which the caller shall be placed. The Resource Manager subsystem is queried by the application to select the appropriate agent based upon the agent selection criteria. If no agent is available, the Select Resource step has a queued branch where queueing treatment is defined. When the Resource Manager finds an available and appropriately skilled agent, it will reserve that agent and then request for that call to be transferred to the agents IP Phone (using JTAPI messaging to Cisco Unified CM). After the call has been transferred to and answered by the agent, the CTI Port being used for that call is released.

An agent must be configured in Cisco Unified CM as a user. This adds a record to the Cisco Unified CM user table. The Cisco Unified CM user table can be synchronized with LDAP directories like Microsoft’s Active Directory. Details on LDAP integration can be found in Appendix C. Cisco Unified CM supports usage of one of the following LDAP directory servers—DC Directory (default), Netscape IPlanet, and Microsoft Active Directory. In Cisco Unified CM, an agent’s phone and directory number are associated with the agent’s Cisco Unified CM user name and the directory number is also marked as a Cisco Unified CCX extension. This allows Cisco Unified CCX to know that this Cisco Unified CM user is an agent, and the user then shows up in the resource list in Cisco Unified CCX Administration.

In Cisco Unified CM, agent phones also are associated with another application user with CTI permissions called the Resource Manager user. This user is referred to as the RmCm Provider. The RmCm Provider allows Cisco Unified CCX to monitor the state of the phone. For example, when an agent goes off hook to make an outbound call using the Cisco Unified CCX extension, the Cisco Unified CCX application needs to be notified so that the Resource Manager can update its agent state machine to show that agent being on an outbound call. The RmCm Provider also allows Cisco Unified CCX to control the state of the phone. For example, when an agent clicks Answer on CAD, this triggers Cisco Unified CCX to have the RmCm Provider signal to Cisco Unified CM to have that agent’s phone go off hook.

If you use Enterprise Mobility (EM) together with Unified CM 8.0 or later, associate the device profile, instead of the device, with the Resource Manager application user. Irrespective of the device profile you associate the application user with, set the Intra-Cluster Multiple Login Behavior Extension Mobility Service parameter in Unified CM to Auto Logout.

This action helps to overcome the design limitations in CTI/JTAPI noticed in the following scenarios, when the Intra-cluster Multiple Login Behavior Extension Mobility Service parameter in Unified CM is set to Multiple Logins Allowed:

- Agent logs in to EM on a Cisco IP Communicator (CIPC) and is also logged in to Cisco Agent Desktop (CAD).
- If CIPC unregisters from Unified CM while the agent is still logged in to EM, it does not reregister. This failure to register may happen when the network is severed or the agent closes CIPC without logging out of EM.
- Agent logs in to EM from a different device.
- When the agent attempts to login to CAD, the system displays the error message:
  Login failed due to a configuration error with your phone and JTAPI or Unified CM. Contact your administrator.
Cisco Unified CCX Call Processing

Figure 2-1 and the description that follows explain a typical Cisco Unified CCX call flow:

1. Call arrives at Voice Gateway (VG)
2. Voice Gateway asks Unified CM how to route the call (using H.323 or MGCP).
3. Cisco Unified CM has the dialed number (DN) associated with a CTI Route Point that is associated with a Cisco Unified CM Telephony user for Cisco Unified CCX. This triggers a JTAPI route request to be sent to Cisco Unified CCX.
4. Based upon the DN, which is mapped to a Cisco Unified CM Telephony trigger, the Cisco Unified CCX server selects an available CTI port and replies back to Cisco Unified CM with the extension of the CTI Port to send this call to. Cisco Unified CM then sends a call setup (ring) message to Cisco Unified CCX, which then maps the DN to the appropriate Cisco Unified CCX script. The Accept step (typically the first step) in the script will answer the call and trigger Cisco Unified CM to establish an RTP stream between the Voice Gateway port and the selected CTI Port. Then the script prompts the caller for an account number and does a database lookup. Then the caller is prompted to select from a menu of choices and is provided self-service treatment. If the user presses 0, we go to the transfer to agent section of the script. In this scenario, we are assuming no appropriately skilled agents are available, so the script executes the queued loop logic until an appropriately skilled agent becomes available.
5. An appropriately skilled agent becomes available as a result of logging in and going ready or completing a previous call.
6. The agent is selected or reserved by the Cisco Unified CCX server and this triggers the call to be transferred to the agent phone and subsequently causes the agent phone to ring (using Cisco Unified CM signaling). In addition, the Cisco Unified CCX server delivers a screen pop to the selected agent desktop and enables the answer button on the agent desktop.

7. The agent answers the call which causes Cisco Unified CCX to complete the transfer from the CTI Port to the agent phone and Cisco Unified CM to initiate the establishment of an RTP VoIP data stream between the agent's phone and the VG port. The transfer releases the CTI Port on the Cisco Unified CCX server. But the Cisco Unified CCX software continues to monitor the agent state for the duration of that call. When the agent or caller releases, a Contact Call Detail Record (CCDR) is written to the CCDR table in the database, and the agent's state is updated to reflect the agent's new state (work, ready, or not ready).

Cisco Unified CCX System Management

Several applications are available for administering and monitoring a Cisco Unified CCX deployment. The primary tool an administrator uses to manage a Cisco Unified CCX deployment is the Cisco Unified CCX Administration web interface. Cisco Unified CCX Administration is a web-based application accessed using a web browser. Using Cisco Unified CCX Administration, administrators perform tasks such as uploading applications, uploading prompts, mapping applications to dialed numbers, configuring agent skills and CSQs, starting and stopping Cisco Unified CCX subsystems, and monitoring overall server status.

In addition to Cisco Unified CCX Administration, an administrator uses the Cisco Unified CCX Editor. The Cisco Unified CCX Editor is a client-based utility that produces aef files which the administrator uploads using Cisco Unified CCX Administration. The Cisco Unified CCX Editor can be downloaded and installed from Cisco Unified CCX Administration onto other workstations.

The Cisco Desktop Administrator (CDA) is another client-based utility that can be downloaded and installed from Cisco Unified CCX Administration. CDA allows an administrator to perform tasks such as configuring the agent interface, setting up reason codes, and defining agent workflows and keystroke macros.

Another client utility to monitor a Cisco Unified CCX deployment is the Historical Reports client application. You download and install the Historical Reports client from Cisco Unified CCX Administration. There are 34 historical reporting templates available. Taken in combination with filtering parameters and chart or no chart options, there are 282 possible reports available. Some of them provide integrated information about voice and multichannel activities. Custom reporting templates can be created with Crystal Reports development toolkit. Within Cisco Unified CCX Administration, there are also 11 browser-based real-time reports. The CSD and CAD both also provide reports to allow real-time monitoring of a Cisco Unified CCX deployment. Both CSD and CAD are downloaded and installed from Cisco Unified CCX Administration.

For additional information about Cisco Unified CCX Administration, see the Cisco Unified CCX Administration Guide.
Cisco Unified CCX Engine and Database Components

Cisco Unified CCX has four core software components:
- Cisco Unified CCX Engine
- Database
- Monitoring
- Recording

Every Cisco Unified CCX deployment must have a Cisco Unified CCX Engine component and a Database component. The Monitoring and Recording components are optional and are discussed in the next section of this chapter. With Cisco Unified CCX, only one instance of each of these components can be installed, and all components must be on the same server.

The Cisco Unified CCX Engine (and closely related subsystems) is the component that provides functions like the following:
- JTAPI communications with Cisco Unified CM
- Execution of scripts
- Encoding and streaming of .wav files for all CTI Ports defined
- Communications with CAD for agent state control, call control, and screen pop
- Agent monitoring and selection
- Cisco Unified CCX Administration web interface.

Simply put, one can think of the Cisco Unified CCX Engine component as providing the core ACD, IVR, and CTI services. The other components—Database, Monitoring, and Recording—are auxiliary software components.

The Database component is a required component for any Cisco Unified CCX deployment and is the component that manages access to the database. The Cisco Unified CCX Database contains four data stores. They are as follows:
- Configuration data store
- Repository data store
- Agent data store
- Historical data store

The configuration data store contains Cisco Unified CCX configuration information like Resources (agents), skills, resource groups, teams, and CSQ information. The repository data store contains user prompts, grammars, and documents. The agent datastore contains agent logs, statistics, and pointers to the recording files. The historical data store contains Contact Call Detail Records (CCDRs).

Monitoring and Recording Components

The previous section introduced the Cisco Unified CCX Engine and Database components. This section introduces the Monitoring and the Recording components, which are optional.

Cisco Unified CCX Enhanced and Premium provide the ability for a supervisor to silently monitor agents. Cisco Unified CCX Enhanced and Premium also provide the ability for agent calls to be recorded. Agent call recording can be triggered in the following ways:
- Supervisor clicks record button on CSD for a specified agent call
Monitoring and Recording Components

- Agent clicks record button on CAD or IPPA.
- Workflow configuration automatically triggers complete call recording on certain types of calls for agents using CAD.

In order to use the silent monitoring or recording features, access to the RTP (Real-Time Protocol) packet streams is required. Silent monitoring and recording will work with either G.711 or G.729 RTP streams and a mixture of agents using G.711 and G.729 phones is supported. However, silent monitoring and recording will not work with encrypted media streams. Cisco Unified CCX provides two mechanisms for access to the RTP packet stream—SPAN port monitoring and desktop monitoring.

SPAN port monitoring requires the Cisco Unified CCX server to be connected to the SPAN port of a VLAN on a Catalyst switch where voice traffic from the agent phones can be captured. The SPAN port is like a broadcast port for all data traffic (including voice RTP streams) traversing a VLAN segment. When a supervisor clicks the silent monitor button on the CSD, it signals to the Monitoring component to forward a copy of the captured RTP streams for the selected agent to the requesting CSD. The CSD then plays the packets through the sound card on the CSD workstation. No IP Phone (or any type of phone) is involved when the silent monitoring stream is being played using CSD. The CSD can reside anywhere on the Cisco Unified Communications network, but no routing device should exist between agent phones and the Catalyst switch where Cisco Unified CCX server is connected for SPAN port monitoring. The Catalyst switch RSPAN feature allows a VLAN to extend across multiple Catalyst switches. Please refer Appendix B for more detail on SPAN port monitoring design guidance.

Note

For any deployment in which an agent desktop is the IPPA or any deployment in which the desktop is a CAD and the associated phone does not support desktop (endpoint) monitoring, monitoring and recording have to based on SPAN port monitoring. For a list of phones that support desktop (endpoint) monitoring, refer the Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide, which is available at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcosw/ps1846/products_device_support_tables_list.html

Desktop monitoring provides a mechanism for the CAD application to obtain a copy of the RTP packet streams directly from the phone and therefore removes the need for a Monitoring component connected to the SPAN port on the Catalyst switch. A Cisco phone supporting desktop monitoring is required and the agent workstation running CAD must be connected to the data port on the back of the agent phone. The IP Communicator (softphone) also support using desktop monitoring for silent monitoring and recording.

Note

For all deployments in which agents use CAD and agent phones support desktop monitoring, use desktop monitoring instead of SPAN port monitoring.

When a supervisor clicks the silent monitor button on the CSD for an agent using desktop monitoring, the RTP streams are sent directly from CAD to CSD, and the SPAN port monitoring component is not required. However, for silent monitoring to occur with desktop monitoring, there must be at least one VoIP Monitor service running. This service is used by CAD to retrieve the MAC address of the agent phone from the Cisco Unified CM. For desktop monitoring, the agent workstation must have a NIC that supports 802.1Q. This allows the NIC to process packets from both the data and voice VLANs. Appendix C of the Cisco CAD Installation Guide provides a quick and simple test to determine if a workstation NIC will operate properly with the desktop monitoring feature of CAD.

A Cisco Unified CCX deployment can have a mixture of some agents using desktop monitoring and some agents using SPAN port monitoring.
If an agent call requires recording, then a copy of the RTP packet streams is sent to the Recording Server process. If desktop monitoring is being used by the agent being recorded, then CAD sends the RTP streams to the Recording component. If SPAN port monitoring is being used by the agent being recorded, then the Monitoring component sends the RTP streams to the Recording component. Agents can be silently monitored and recorded at the same time. When that occurs in a desktop monitoring environment, CAD sends one copy of the RTP packet streams to the requesting CSD and one copy of the RTP packet streams to the recording component.

A normal G.7xx VoIP RTP call has two RTP streams (one representing what the agent is hearing and one representing what the agent is saying). These two streams flow in opposite directions across the network. When an agent call is being silent monitored or recorded, both of those RTP streams must be sent. For example, if a supervisor is silent monitoring an agent, two G.7xx RTP streams will be sent from either CAD (desktop monitoring) or the Monitoring component to the CSD. If an agent call is being recorded, two G.7xx RTP streams are sent to the Recording component. If the agent is being silent monitored and recorded, four RTP streams are being sent. This is in addition to the two bi-directional RTP streams of the actual call.

The monitoring and recording packet streams are true G.7xx RTP streams and therefore these packets are tagged like any other RTP stream to ensure these packets are delivered with appropriate priority and minimal latency. Chapter 6 further discusses bandwidth requirements.

The agent call recordings are stored on the hard drive of the Cisco Unified CCX server with agent data store locator records pointing to the actual recording files. The call recordings in Cisco Unified CCX are stored in a raw format that is only playable using the CSD Record Viewer. The CSD Record Viewer shows 7 days worth of call recording as well as those tagged for 30-day extended archiving. The CSD Record Viewer also provides the supervisor the option to save selected individual recordings into a .wav format in a specified folder.

The amount of disk storage allocated for recordings on a single server non high availability deployment of Cisco Unified CCX is 2.6 GB. On a two server high availability deployment of Cisco Unified CCX, the recordings are alternated between the two servers in a round robin fashion to provide load balancing and redundancy. Hence the amount of disk storage allocated on each server is 1.3 GB.

The recording capability of Cisco Unified CCX is not intended for usage as a permanent recording archival solution. However, an export utility is also available to bulk export all recordings into a .wav format. The export utility has no ability to specify selected recordings and will export all recordings on the Cisco Unified CCX server. System administrators could build their own customized command macros or process that would perform regular (at least weekly) exporting of the recordings for permanent archival of agent call recordings.

When a supervisor is playing back or saving a recording using the CSD Record Viewer application, a recording resource is used and therefore counts against the maximum simultaneous call recording capacity for the duration of that recording playback. Maximum simultaneous call recording and playback capacity is dependent upon the server sizing. The Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet can assist you in determining an appropriately sized server for the amount of recording required.

Because IPPA does not include an agent using CAD, IPPA requires a SPAN port Monitor component on the local VLAN segment for silent monitoring or recording. Also the Cisco Unified IP Phone 7902, 7905, 7912, and 7920 require a SPAN port Monitor component as there are either no data ports on these phones or these data ports are not compatible with desktop monitoring. IPPA also cannot be configured to have calls automatically recorded.

Cisco Unified CCX Premium is required for remote supervisory monitoring. Remote supervisory monitoring provides a mechanism to silent monitor calls using an IP Phone or PSTN phone. This form of silent monitoring does not require a CSD or any data network connectivity and is ideally suited for management from outsource customers of a call center service provider. Agents are unaware when they are being silent monitored using remote supervisory monitoring. A remote supervisor is configured with a numeric user ID and password and also with the CSQs and agents that the remote supervisor is allowed
to silent monitor in this fashion. The remote supervisor then dials a specific number that invokes a Cisco Unified CCX application. The application begins by prompting the supervisor for the user ID and password. After the remote supervisor is authenticated, the remote supervisor is prompted on whether they wish to silent monitor calls for a specific agent or for a specific CSQ. Then the Cisco Unified CCX application requests a copy of the RTP streams for the selected types of calls, and the Cisco Unified CCX application and CTI Port relays those packets to the remote supervisor's phone. Remote supervisory monitoring works with both SPAN port monitoring and desktop monitoring. However, remote supervisory monitoring only works with a Cisco Unified CCX Engine and CTI Ports and agent phones using G.711 encoding. Remote supervisory monitoring also places an additional performance impact on the Cisco Unified CCX server Cisco Unified CCX Engine. This activity is reflected in the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool.

Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 IP Phone Support

Cisco Unified CCX supports use of the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone by agents. Agents can be using CAD with the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone, or agents can use the IPPA interface with the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone. When planning to use the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 for agents with Cisco Unified CCX, the following considerations need to be taken into account:

- If a logged in agent using a Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone roams outside Wireless Access Point (WAP) range for greater than 60 seconds (possibly slightly longer depending upon Cisco Unified CM time out), Cisco Unified CM unregisters the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone (and ends any call in progress if the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone was off hook). This generates a device unregistered JTAPI event to be sent to Cisco Unified CCX which causes the Cisco Unified CCX agent state to change to 'not ready'. When agents roam between WAPs, the hand off occurs within a second or two (depending upon wireless LAN design, encryption, and authentication techniques used). Therefore, roaming between WAPs is supported. If an agent is using the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone with CAD, but is away from the CAD workstation, there is no way for the agent to know that the agent state is 'not ready' and there is no way for the agent to change the agent state to 'ready'. If the agent is using the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone with IPPA, then the agent can check the agent state via IPPA and can change the agent state to 'ready' via IPPA. Therefore, if agents anticipate roaming outside WAP range for greater than 60 seconds, then it is recommended that they log in to Cisco Unified CCX via IPPA for that login session. If agents anticipate working at their desk or not roaming outside WAP range, then it is okay for them to log in to Cisco Unified CCX via CAD for that login session.

Due to the mobile nature of the 7920 phone, there are certain conditions under which monitoring and/or recording calls may result in gaps in the voice:

- Agent to agent conversations when both agents are using the same wireless access point
- When an agent roams from one monitoring domain to another

Deployment of 7920 wireless IP Phone in a Cisco Unified Wireless Meshed Network based on 802.11n and 802.11i is highly recommended to eliminate session time-outs during roaming between WAPs.

- The Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone is not supported as a second-line appearance for a wired IP phone for the Cisco Unified CCX agents. Second-line appearance is not supported for IPPA.
• Cisco WAPs currently support only a maximum of seven G.711 or eight G.729 active calls. Therefore, do not have a large volume of agents in one location all using the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone. The maximum number of agents that can be equipped with Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phones depends upon the agent utilization of the phone during busy hour, the codec being used by the phone, and the proximity of agent phones to WAPs.

• Use of the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone as an agent phone requires using SPAN port monitoring for supervisory silent monitoring and call recording. This applies to the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone when used with either CAD or IPPA. The port that is to be included in the SPAN is the one to which the WAP is wired. Cisco Unified CCX supports only one monitoring domain. However, that monitoring domain may include multiple WAPs on the same VLAN segment. This will allow agents to roam between WAPs and still be silently monitored by supervisors and have their calls recorded. For Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone caller to Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IPPA phone conversations where both are on the same WAP, the RTP stream will not leave the WAP and thus will never traverse the LAN segment that the SPAN port monitoring server is monitoring. Therefore, silent monitoring or recording of those phone calls is not possible.

• For more details on designing wireless LANs with optimal Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone QoS and necessary security, please reference the campus design Solution Reference Network Design (SRND) documents for wireless LAN and Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 Wireless IP Phone. These SRNDs can be found at: [Link]

Multiple Lines Support

Cisco Unified CCX provides multiple line support using the 6900/7900/8900/9900 series phones as agent devices. The Join Across Line (JAL) and Direct Transfer Across Line (DTAL) operations are supported on the 7900/8900/9900 series phones. Up to 4 lines are monitored by Cisco Unified CCX, these include 1 ACD line and 3 non-ACD lines but only the ACD line can be controlled from the agent desktop. The agent state depends only on the ACD line on the agent’s device.

Cisco Unified CCX allows more than four lines to be configured on the agent device but monitors only the first four lines provided these lines are not shared. The ACD line should be among the first four lines. The Agent can perform JAL and DTAL operations for the ACD call only by using the monitored lines. Calls on the non-ACD lines can be displayed on Cisco Agent Desktop. Supervisors can also monitor, record, intercept and barge-in on all calls or only ACD calls, depending on configuration.

Note

• For agent devices with monitored non-ACD lines, make sure to include the non-ACD lines as the CTI controlled lines when performing sizing for Cisco Unified CM server(s).

• ACD calls should only be transferred to the ACD lines controlled by Cisco Unified CCX.

SIP Support

Cisco Unified CCX agents may use Cisco Unified CM Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) phone models 7941, 7961, 7970, and 7971. The 7940 and 7960 phones do support SIP with Cisco Unified CM 5.0 and 6.0 but may not be used for Cisco Unified CCX agents, because the necessary third-party call control
IPv6 Support

Cisco Unified CCX does not support IPv6 but it can inter-operate with Cisco Unified CM running in IPv6. All CTI Ports, CTI Route Points and agent phones have to be configured as IPv4 devices. Cisco Unified CCX servers, machines running the agent desktop and other optional servers (for example, ASR/TTS, WFM, QM etc) should be running in IPv4 segment. However, the calling device can be configured as either IPv4 or IPv6. Beware that if the calling device is in IPv6 and the receiving device is in IPv4, Cisco Unified CM dynamically inserts a media termination point (MTP) to convert the media between the two devices from IPv4 to IPv6 or vice versa. This would have an impact on Cisco Unified CM performance.

For more information on IPv6 deployment with Cisco Unified CM, refer to the document Deploying IPv6 in Unified Communications Networks with Cisco Unified Communications Manager available at: http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd

Citrix Terminal Services Support for Cisco Agent Desktop

Cisco Unified CCX supports the running of CAD within a Citrix terminal services environment. When planning to use Citrix terminal services for CAD, the following considerations need to be taken into account:

- Not all Cisco Desktop client applications are supported in a Citrix terminal services environment. Refer to the Citrix integration document below for the supported Cisco Desktop applications.
- Desktop monitoring (for silent monitoring and recording) is not supported with Citrix terminal services. SPAN port monitoring must be used.
- Macros work only if they involve applications running on the Citrix server, and not those running on the client PC.
- Only one Citrix user name is supported per CAD application login.
- The login ID and extension that appear by default in the login dialog box when CAD is started are those associated with the last login by any user.

Please reference Integrating CAD with Citrix Presentation Server or Microsoft Terminal Services for implementation details. This document can be found at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcosw/ps427/products_implementation_design_guides_list.html
Remote Agent Over Broadband

Cisco Unified CCX supports remote agents (for example, at-home agents) using Cisco Unified IP Phone over a broadband internet connection. The Cisco Voice and Video Enabled IPSec VPN (V3PN) ADSL or Cable connection can use a Cisco 800 Series router as an edge router to the broadband network. The Cisco 800 Series router can provide the remote agent with V3PN, Encryption, Network Address Translation (NAT), Firewall, Cisco IOS Intrusion Detection System (IDS), and QoS on the broadband network link to the Cisco Unified CCX campus. Remote agent V3PN aggregation on the campus is provided via LAN to LAN VPN routers.

Cisco recommends using the Cisco 800 Series router with the following features for remote agent over broadband:

- Quality of Service (QoS) with Low-Latency Queuing (LLQ) and Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) support
- Managed Switch
- Power over Ethernet (optional)

The Cisco 830, 870, and 880 Series routers are examples of the recommended routers. Cisco does not recommend using the Cisco 850 and 860 Series routers for this application because they have limited QoS feature support.

Cisco TelePresence Virtual Agent Solution

The Cisco TelePresence Virtual Agent solution enables organizations to create a live, “face-to-face” interaction with their customers—over the network with Cisco TelePresence. The life-size, high-definition video, CD-quality audio, and interactive elements of the TelePresence solution give customers the feeling of being “in person” with a specialist agent, while the agent maintains all of the contact center functions they would expect.

For example, a national bank has a limited number of property insurance specialists on staff, resulting in customers being unable to receive the guidance and service the bank wants to deliver. By providing insurance and mortgage experts at branch offices through Cisco TelePresence Virtual Agent, quality service is always available to customers. At the bank branch, a customer can enter an office designated for the virtual agent, make a selection on the Cisco Unified IP Phone, and have an in-person remote meeting with an expert.

This solution consists these hardware and software components:

- Cisco TelePresence System with single screen, for example, CTS-1000
- Cisco Unified CM
- Cisco Unified CCX Software
- Cisco Unified IP Phone 7970G (SIP), for caller and agent
- Cisco Agent Desktop Software

Cisco Unified IP Phone 7970G phone includes the Cisco IP Phone Service, the contents of which are pushed over from the primary codec in XML format over HTTP. The phone provides the user interface to interact with the primary codec for call control and other functions. The phone and primary codec are registered with Cisco Unified CM as SIP devices and they share the same line appearance. However, on the agent side, the phone is associated with the RmCm Provider user so that Cisco Unified CCX can monitor the phone for any state changes. Because call signaling and media stream traverse through the primary codec (but not the agent phone), the following guidelines apply:
Cisco TelePresence supports both wideband/AAC and G.711 audio codec. However, the virtual agent solution only supports G.711, which is the common supported audio codec between Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco TelePresence. Cisco recommends using Wideband/AAC audio codec for inter- or intra-region setting when configuring Cisco TelePresence device. In this case, Cisco TelePresence will automatically negotiate down to G.711 when connecting to Cisco Unified CCX.

Figure 2-2 and the description that follows explain the virtual agent solution call flow:

![Cisco TelePresence Virtual Agent Call Flow](image)

1. Customer (caller usually calls inside the corporate network) dials a number to reach an application.
2. Cisco Unified CM finds the dialed number associated with a CTI route point that is associated with a Cisco Unified CCX Unified CM Telephony user for Cisco Unified CCX. This event triggers a JTAPI route request to be sent to Cisco Unified CCX.
3. Based upon the DN, which is mapped to a Cisco Unified CM Telephony trigger, Cisco Unified CCX finds an available CTI port and redirects the call to the port. Cisco Unified CCX runs a script that finds an available agent and reserves the agent. The call is transferred to the primary codec on the agent side and the call is presented to the agent device.
4. The agent presses the answer button on the agent device to answer the call. This action causes Cisco Unified CCX to instruct Cisco Unified CM to complete the transfer and establishes audio and video between the Cisco TelePresence devices.

Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer

Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer (Outbound) allows Outbound agents to participate in outbound campaigns in addition to handling inbound calls. This feature selects those agents who are not busy with inbound calls to handle outbound calls, thereby maintaining a high level of agent productivity.

The following sections explain the solution architecture for Outbound in the context of Cisco Unified CM:

- High Level Components, page 2-15
- Functional Description, page 2-16
- Scalability, page 2-17
- Call Flow Description—Direct Preview Mode
- Deployment Guidelines, page 2-18

High Level Components

Outbound uses CAD agent IP phone to place outbound calls through a voice gateway configured in Cisco Unified CM. The dialer software is IP based and does not require any telephony cards for making outbound calls.

Outbound involves the following components, which are illustrated in Figure 2-3:

- Campaign Manager—Responsible for starting and stopping each campaign and retrieving and updating contact records from and to the database.
- Dialer—Receives contacts from the Campaign Manager and initiates the outbound calls. Notifies the Campaign Manager of the call status and call result after the call is answered.
- Resource Manager—Monitors agent states, reserves agents and receives instructions from the Dialer to place the outbound call.
- CTI Server—Handles requests and responses from and to the CAD and passes the customer data to the CAD for screen pop.
- Config Datastore (CDS)—Database that contains the customer contacts information.

All of these components are running as part of the Cisco Unified CCX Engine and cannot be installed separately. The Dialer communicates only with the Campaign Manager and other components within the engine process but not outside of the engine process. It does not communicate with other processes.
Functional Description

There are typically four types of dialing modes in today’s outbound ACDs: predictive, progressive, preview, and direct preview. Outbound supports only the direct preview dialing mode.

Outbound uses a 3-stage process for making outbound call. The first stage is to find an available agent and retrieve the customer information for making the outbound call. The second stage is the reservation call and its purpose is to reserve an agent and send customer data to the agent desktop. During this stage, the agent is reserved and the data appears on the desktop so that the agent can review the data and decide whether to accept the call by pressing the corresponding button on the CAD. If the agent does not accept the call, the call is handled by other outbound agents or closed for the campaign. If the agent does accept the call, Outbound kicks in the last stage where Cisco Unified CM is instructed to place the outbound call using the CAD agent’s phone. When the outbound call is answered, Outbound updates the customer contact in the database with the call status and call result.

When the outbound call connects with the customer, the agent can perform all call control operations that are normally supported on inbound calls (transfer, conference, hold, retrieve, and so on). Cisco recommends that the agent transfers or conferences the outbound call only if the call is answered by a person but not through other media such as and answering machine or a fax machine.

Behavior under High Availability

The CDS is required for normal operation of Outbound for call status and call result updates of contact records. When deploying in a 2 node high availability system, as long as the publisher CDS is up, the Outbound subsystem will be operational.

The following events occur during a failover:

- If a reservation call is at the agent desktop waiting for the agent to accept the call, when the master engine goes down, the agent is automatically logged out and the reservation call disappears from the agent desktop. If the master engine restarts during failover, the call status for that contact record is be set to unknown. If the master engine does not restart during failover, the contact is called when the campaign starts and there are available agents.
If a reservation call has been accepted by the agent and the call is ringing on the customer phone, there is no effect on the call. However, the agent is logged off and will be able to invoke call control capabilities only through the phone.

When deploying Outbound in a high availability environment, only the dialer in the master node is active. Therefore, even though you have two dialers in the system, outbound calls cannot be distributed or load balanced between the Dialers.

**Scalability**

Outbound supports different capacities and limits when compared to inbound agents. Refer the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for more details.

**Call Flow Description—Direct Preview Mode**

In the direct preview mode, the agent hears the ring-out on the agent phone. The direct preview call flow proceeds as illustrated in Figure 2-4 and the description that follows.

**Figure 2-4  Call Flow for Direct Preview Mode**

1. An agent in READY state is available and the Dialer has retrieved contact records from the Campaign Manager. The Dialer requests the Resource Manager to reserve the agent.
2. The Resource Manager reserves the agent by moving the agent to Reserved state.
3. The Dialer sends a reservation call to the agent desktop and at the same time, a screen pops that contains the customer information is presented to the agent. The agent reviews the customer data and decides whether to take the call.
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4. The agent can choose to accept, skip, reject, or cancel this reservation call. If the agent chooses to accept it, the agent clicks Accept button on the desktop.

5. The Dialer instructs the Resource Manager to place an outbound call from the agent phone via Cisco Unified CM out to the voice gateway. Because this call is a direct preview call, the agent immediately hears the ringback of the customer phone.

**Note**  Note that no CTI Port is needed to place the outbound call.

6. As soon as the call is answered, the Dialer closes the contact, classifies it as a voice call and sends the result to the Campaign Manager. If an answering machine answers the call, the number is invalid, or the customer requests a callback, and the agent can reclassify the call from the desktop accordingly. If the customer requests a callback and the agent reclassifies the call, the customer is called back using the same number, an alternate number, or a callback number specified by the customer.

**Deployment Guidelines**

The following guidelines should be followed when deploying Outbound:

- Outbound supports a maximum of 15 campaigns, a maximum of 10 CSQs for each campaign, and a maximum of 10,000 active outbound records for each campaign. When some or all of these outbound records for a campaign are processed, you can import additional outbound records to add up to a total of 10,000 at any given time.

- There is a performance impact associated with an increase in the number of dialing list records in the system. The number of dialing list records that are supported depends on multiple factors:
  - number of running campaigns
  - system load
  - database space availability
  - data retention limit for historical reporting purposes

While there is no upper limit enforced by the software for the number of dialing list records, a dialing list size of 400,000 (including both active and inactive records) has been validated and this limit can be considered supported.

- Only CAD agents are supported. IPPA are not supported.

- Outbound cannot detect an answering machine, fax, or modem. The agent should manually reclassify the call to “answer machine” or “fax” from the desktop. The contact will be called again using the same number in the case of “answer machine” or using an alternate number in the case of “fax.”.

- Agent should not transfer or conference the outbound call if the call is answered by the media other than a person, such as an answering machine or fax machine.

- All macros and automatically invoked workflows configured for the agent desktop are disabled during and outbound call.

- Outbound does not come pre-installed with any US National Do Not Call lists. The system administrator should manually filter the contact list against the Do Not Call list prior to importing contacts.
Cisco Unified CCX Agent E-Mail

As part of the Premium offering, Cisco Unified CCX agents can service customer e-mails using the CAD interface. This capability does not exist with Cisco Agent Desktop-Browser Edition.

CSD includes real-time displays and information that enable supervisors to manage e-mail CSQs and their e-mail capable agents. When creating a CSQ in Cisco Unified CCX Administration, you designate the CSQ as either e-mail or voice. A single CSQ cannot be both an e-mail CSQ and a voice CSQ. Agent association with e-mail CSQs is done in the same manner as voice CSQs.

The agent states READY and NOT READY for e-mail and voice are independent of each other. An agent can handle both e-mails and voice calls simultaneously. An agent can receive e-mails only if he manually moves himself to e-mail READY state. Only agents that have been assigned to at least one e-mail CSQ will see the e-mail functionality in CAD. Likewise with supervisors; only supervisors that service a team with at least one e-mail capable agent will see the e-mail functionality in CSD.

The Agent E-Mail feature requires the use of an external mail store (Microsoft Exchange 2003 and 2007 are supported). This mail store is not provided, installed, or configured as part of the CAD installation. Agent E-Mail uses the IMAPv4 (for message retrieval) and SMTP protocols (for message sending). These protocol types must be enabled in Microsoft Exchange and host/IP information must be specified using Cisco Desktop Administrator. These protocol types are not typically enabled by default. CAD and the Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service make IMAP connections to the mail store. Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service also makes an SMTP connection to the mail store. Agent E-Mail supports both secure and plain text connections to the mail store.

CAD components (Cisco Agent Desktop and Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service) will connect to the mail store using a single dedicated mail store account. This account must be created by the mail store administrator. CAD must be configured to use this account via Cisco Desktop Administrator. This account should be a dedicated account, and not used for purposes other than the Agent E-Mail feature.

While CAD uses a single e-mail account, it can, and typically will, have multiple distribution list addresses associated with that user. This e-mail account and corresponding distribution lists must be configured manually by the mail store administrator. Routing information for the distribution list addresses can then be specified using Cisco Desktop Administrator.

---

**Note**

Microsoft Exchange allows you to associate multiple e-mail addresses with an e-mail account. Administrators may be tempted to use this feature instead of distribution lists. However, Microsoft Exchange may rewrite the To: address in the incoming e-mail to the primary address of the account, which then causes the Agent E-Mail feature to be unable to properly route e-mails to agents.

**Note**

Agent E-mail supports secure IMAP connection to the mail store but secure SMTP connection is not supported. For more details on the specific security settings that are supported see the *Cisco CAD Installation Guide*. 
The following steps describe how an e-mail is routed using the Agent E-Mail feature:

1. The Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service on the Cisco Unified CCX server connects to the mail store (IMAP and SMTP) on startup.

2. An e-mail capable agent in the E-Mail CSQ logs in using CAD. CAD connects to the Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service and to the mail store (IMAP).

3. The agent goes to an e-mail ready state. CAD requests an e-mail from the Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service.

4. A customer sends an e-mail to, for example, sales@companyname.com.

5. sales@companyname.com is a distribution list with Agent E-Mail's account as the only member. Microsoft Exchange presents the e-mail to that account's inbox.

6. The Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service has been monitoring the Agent E-Mail's account inbox, and sees the new e-mail. Based on the routing rules specified in Cisco Desktop Administrator, it sees that e-mails to sales@companyname.com are associated with the E-Mail CSQ and that an agent in the E-Mail CSQ is in the ready state. The service then assigns the e-mail to the agent and notifies the agent.

7. CAD receives notification of the assignment and retrieves the e-mail from the mail store directly.

8. The agent is presented with the e-mail from the customer.

9. The agent authorizes a response and presses the “Send” button.

10. The agent’s response is saved to the outbox folder on the mail store using IMAP commands.
11. The Cisco Desktop Agent E-Mail Service periodically checks the outbox folder and sends all messages in it.

The following table shows agent e-mail maximum capacities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2-1</th>
<th>Agent E-mail Maximum Capacities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UCCX 8.0</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Class</td>
<td>7845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mails per hour (total incoming across all CSQs)</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent Agent e-mail Agents</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mails queued (total backlog across all queues)</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cisco Agent Desktop Integration with Cisco Unified Presence**

CAD agents and supervisors have long been able to communicate with each other via the chat services built into the desktop applications. If you have deployed Cisco Unified Presence in their environments, agents and supervisors can use these same desktop applications to see the presence status of SMEs as well as other critical members of the enterprise, and to initiate chat sessions with them. The SMEs use the Cisco Unified Personal Communicator to initiate chat sessions with agents who are configured as Cisco Unified Presence users and respond to the chat requests from them. SMEs can also use Microsoft Office Communicator or other clients that are supported with Cisco Unified Presence if Cisco Unified Presence is configured to support federated users. The Cisco Unified Presence integration feature is available in the Standard, Enhanced, and Premium packages.

For example, a customer calls a Cisco Unified Contact Center that has integrated Cisco Unified Presence with CAD. The customer's call is routed to an available agent. If the agent requires assistance in addressing the caller's needs, the agent can launch the contact selection window from the Agent Desktop toolbar. The contact selection window will display the presence status of other agents, supervisors, and SMEs who are assigned to the agent's workflow group. The agent can then select a contact who is available and initiate a chat session with the contact. If appropriate, the agent can also use the contact selection window to conference a contact into the call, or even transfer the customer's call to the contact. Figure 2-6 and the description that follows describe how various components of Cisco Agent Desktop and Cisco Unified Presence interface with each other.
1. Cisco Desktop Administrator retrieves LDAP configuration profile through the SOAP Interface.

2. Cisco Desktop Administrator binds to the LDAP server for SME searches and information, such as name and telephone number.

3. Administrator places SMEs in logical groups called contact lists and then assigns them to specific workflow groups. This way, Administrators can segment contact lists and ensure that only those agents assigned to a specific workflow group have visibility to the appropriate contact list. This configuration is saved in CAD’s LDAP so that each agent/supervisor does not have to access the Unified Presence’s LDAP server which might have limitations on number of connections, etc. Administrators can also control the SMEs ability to see the agent’s present state.

4. CAD retrieves contact list associated with the agent's workflow group.

5. CAD retrieves various configuration profiles via the SOAP interface, for example, Unified Presence server information.

6. CAD sends a SIP REGISTER to register with Cisco Unified Presence, followed by individual SIP SUBSCRIBE messages for each user in its contact list. CAD also sends a SIP SUBSCRIBE for "user-contacts" for contacts configured on Cisco Unified Presence. A SIP NOTIFY is received whenever a contact in the contact list changes state. CAD does not allow agents to change their presence states. It only sends a single SIP PUBLISH message to Cisco Unified Presence when agent logs in.
Call Control is done via the existing CAD main window using CTI. All SIP traffic and presence information sent between CAD and Cisco Unified Presence is not encrypted and is done via TCP or UDP. Cisco Unified Presence can assign the users registered with it across all nodes within the Cisco Unified Presence cluster. If the user attempts to connect to a node that is not assigned to him, CAD will connect to the SOAP and Presence servers specified in redirect messages from the publisher.

All communication between CAD agents and SMEs is via the Cisco Unified Presence server and is not routed through any CAD server. Refer the chapter on Cisco Unified Presence in the Cisco Unified Communications SRND for deployment guidelines.

Agent Phones in Countries with Toll-Bypass Regulations

Agent Phones in Countries with Toll-Bypass Regulations

Some countries such as India have telecommunications regulations that require the voice infrastructure to be partitioned logically into two systems: one for Closed User Group (CUG) or Voice over IP (VoIP) to enable communications across the boundaries within the organization, and a second one to access the local PSTN. To ensure adherence of the regulations in such countries, agents typically used to have only one line with access to customer calls only, and they were required to have a different phone (for example, a softphone) to access a VoIP line for contacting fellow teammates or experts located outside the contact center.

The Logical Partitioning feature in Cisco Unified CM provides the same capability through a telephony system to control calls and features on the basis of specific allowed or forbidden configurations. A common telephony system in a contact center environment can provide access to both the PSTN and VoIP networks, therefore configurations are required to provide controlled access and to avoid toll bypass. The Logical Partitioning feature can be enabled and configured in Unified CM to prevent toll bypass calls, thus allowing agents in a Unified CCX system to use the same phone for receiving customer calls and for making or receiving VoIP calls to and from other people within the organization. Although this eliminates the need for agents to have a second phone, contact center managers can choose to have a dedicated line or phone for customer calls and allocate a different line or phone for other calls.

Cisco Unified Workforce Optimization

Cisco Unified Workforce Optimization (WFO) for Cisco Unified CCX is a full-featured solution for optimizing performance and quality and is an integral component of the Cisco Unified Communications System. WFO suite provides these solutions:

- **Workforce Management (WFM)**—Allows for forecasting and development of schedules for agents across multiple sites and channels. It also provides real-time dashboards enabling supervisors to track key performance indicators, and manage agent's adherence to schedules.

- **Quality Management (QM)**—A voice and screen recording, compliance and evaluation solution for agent performance optimization and dispute resolution.

Figure 2-7 shows the overall service communications medium between the WFO solutions and the Cisco Unified CCX system.
Figure 2-7 illustrates a couple of integration points between the WFO solutions and Cisco Unified CCX system.

- Workforce Management - Uses the ACMI link to monitor agent’s adherence to the schedules. It uses the ODBC link to download the historical data from Cisco Unified CCX database to generate the forecasting data.
- Quality Management - Uses JTAPI to monitor the call progress on the agent phone so that it knows when to start and stop the voice recording. It uses the ODBC link to download the agent, supervisor and team configuration data from Cisco Unified CCX database.

For more details on components architecture, deployment configuration and sizing, refer the Cisco Workforce Optimization System Configuration Guide available at the link: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps8293/products_implementation_design_guides_list.html

**Cisco Unified CCX ASR and TTS**

Cisco Unified CCX allows integration with Media Resource Control Protocol (MRCP) compliant Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text-To-Speech (TTS) servers. Nuance, Scansoft, and IBM are the only ASR and TTS providers that have been tested and will be supported. ASR and TTS software must be purchased from one of these vendors. These vendors can provide design and server sizing requirements for their software. Cisco no longer resells Nuance ASR and TTS as a Cisco Unified CCX option.
From Cisco Unified CCX Administration, you must configure the address of an MRCP server and the number and type of resources provided by that MRCP server. Multiple Cisco Unified CCX clusters can interact with the same MRCP servers. Multiple Cisco Unified CCX servers can interact with the same MRCP servers. A Cisco Unified CCX server can also define multiple MRCP servers, and resources from those servers are selected based upon the system and application configuration.

Calls requiring ASR require the Cisco Unified CCX Engine to pass the media stream from the CTI port to the ASR Server. This activity impacts system performance and system sizing. The impact is reflected in the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool.

When using ASR, the ASR resource is allocated at the time of the first step that uses ASR. The ASR resource is then allocated for the duration of the call. When using ASR, you must calculate the required number of ASR resources (ports) similar to the way you calculate any IVR port requirement. You will need the average time the ASR port is used (similar to average call treatment time) and the number of calls using ASR in the busy hour. You can then input this data into any Erlang-B traffic calculator or other tool to compute the number of ASR resources required. In environments where you have long queue times, it might be economical to transfer the call to another CTI Route Point and pass call data to the second application (via session data steps) in order to allow the ASR resource to be released.

For TTS, each ‘Generate TTS Prompt’ allocates and releases a TTS resource, and the TTS resource is typically only allocated for a couple of seconds and then released (this might vary depending on the application). To determine the number of TTS resources, use the same methodology described above for ASR resources.

**Cisco Unified CCX Integration with Unified ICME Software**

Cisco Unified CCX can also be implemented as a child ACD of Cisco Unified Intelligent Contact Management Enterprise (Cisco Unified ICME) software. The Cisco Unified CCX integration with Cisco Unified ICME software requires a Unified CCX Gateway PG process to be on a separate server from the Cisco Unified CCX. This integration provides the following capabilities:

- The ability for Cisco Unified CCX to send agent, queue, and call state changes to the Cisco Unified ICME.
- The ability for Cisco Unified ICME software to intelligently route and load balance calls across multiple ACD sites which can include one or more Cisco Unified CCX systems, Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise (Unified CCE) systems, or traditional ACDs (that are supported by Cisco Unified ICME software). Calls routed to a Cisco Unified CCX application can also be sent call data so that it can be popped onto an agent’s screen.
- The ability for Cisco Unified CCX to send post-route requests with call data to the Cisco Unified ICME in order to request intelligent routing instruction. This could be in response to a transfer request from an agent or from a step within and Cisco Unified CCX application running on a CTI port.
- The ability for ICM software to provide multi-site ACD reporting for a mixed network of ACD sites which can include one or more Cisco Unified CCX systems, Unified Contact Center Enterprise systems, or traditional ACD's.
- The ability for Cisco Unified CCX to send post-route requests with call data to the Cisco Unified ICME software in order to request routing instructions. This could be in response to a new call that just arrived at Cisco Unified CCX or a call that is being transferred from an IVR port or agent. Call data included in the post-route request can be used by the Cisco Unified ICME software to profile route the call, and call data is also passed to the terminating ACD site (Cisco Unified CCX, Cisco Unified CCE, or traditional ACD) for an agent screen pop.
This parent/child deployment is not supported when Cisco Unified CCX is integrated with Cisco Unified CME.

**Figure 2-8** shows one Cisco Unified ICME integration deployment scenario. In this scenario, the Cisco Unified ICME routes and load balances calls between two Cisco Unified CCX deployments. A separate deployment of Cisco Unified IP IVR’s is also included to demonstrate how additional IVR capacity (beyond 300 IVR ports) could be added to a Cisco Unified CCX deployment. The IVR PG allows call data from IVR applications to be passed to Cisco Unified CCX agents at either site. The IVR PG could also connect traditional IVR’s (that are supported by the Cisco Unified ICME) to allow an organization that has existing IVR applications to continue using those IVR applications.

**Figure 2-9** shows another Cisco Unified ICME integration deployment scenario. In this scenario, the Cisco Unified ICME routes and load balances calls between a Cisco Unified CCX site, a Cisco Unified CCE site, and a traditional ACD site. Call data for agent screen pop can be passed between these sites via the Cisco Unified ICM.
For Cisco Unified CCX to integrate with Cisco Unified ICME software, there must be a Cisco Unified CCX Gateway PG installed on a separate server from the Cisco Unified CCX server.

The Cisco Unified CCX Gateway PG must be ordered as a part of the Cisco Unified ICME software suite. The Cisco Unified CCX Gateway PG software is installed from the Cisco Unified ICME software installation CD—not from the Cisco Unified CCX software CD.

**Note**

Partners must have Cisco Unified ICME/Unified CCE ATP status to order and deploy the Cisco Unified Gateway PG with Cisco Unified ICME software.

The Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool can assist solution planners and designers in sizing the hardware required for a Cisco Unified CCX deployment.

When the Cisco Unified ICME routes calls to Cisco Unified CCX, it is really routing them to a Cisco Unified CM dialed number. Then Cisco Unified CM goes through the process of resolving the dialed number association to the CTI Route Point and Cisco Unified CM Telephony user and offering the call to Cisco Unified CCX. Cisco Unified CCX then invokes the appropriate script.

For more information about the Cisco Unified CCX Gateway, see the *Cisco Unified Gateway Deployment Guide*.

**Cisco Unified CCX Fault Tolerance**

The Cisco Unified CCX solution offers a number of capabilities to provide fault tolerance. To begin with, a Cisco Unified CCX deployment utilizes a Cisco Unified Communications network composed of Cisco data switches and routers, which provide for a highly available data network with many options for redundancy. Cisco campus and network design guides discuss best practices for designing highly available networks with Cisco switches and routers.
A Cisco Unified CM deployment utilizes a cluster approach with up to eight call processing servers per Cisco Unified CM cluster. Cisco Unified CM groups devices (voice gateways, IP Phones, and CTI Ports) into device pools and allows for device pools to have a primary, secondary, and tertiary Cisco Unified CM server. When a device pool’s primary Cisco Unified CM server fails, the devices within that device pool automatically fail over to the secondary or tertiary Cisco Unified CM server. Unified CCX CTI Ports are grouped together into CTI call control groups (often called a CTI port group). Each CTI port group is configured as part of a device pool. Cisco Unified CM also supports voice gateways deployed at many locations with trunks from different service providers.

Cisco Unified CM has a subsystem called the CTI Manager that abstracts the device management from the JTAPI communications to an application server (like Cisco Unified CCX). This implementation allows an application to not be concerned with what specific server a device (voice gateway, agent phone, or CTI port) is currently registered. Cisco Unified CCX has the ability to communicate with up to two CTI Managers within a Cisco Unified CM cluster, but only actively communicates with one at a time. If the active CTI Manager subsystem or the Cisco Unified CM node running the active CTI Manager fails, Cisco Unified CCX closes the sockets for all CTI ports and immediately begins JTAPI communications with the backup CTI Manager. Calls being handled by agents survive, but if their phones are registered with the failed Cisco Unified CM, they will not be able to perform any subsequent call control. Upon completion of existing calls, agent phones will automatically re-register to the secondary Cisco Unified CM server. For agents who were not off hook, their phones will re-register to the secondary Cisco Unified CM immediately.

In addition to being able to fail over to another Cisco Unified CM node within the cluster, Cisco Unified CCX itself provides a clustering mechanism. In a high availability deployment, up to two servers can be deployed, each server configured with the Cisco Unified CCX Engine and Database components with the optional, Monitoring and Recording components.

The four components all provide some level of redundancy and fault tolerance, but each functions a bit differently.

**Cisco Unified CCX Engine Redundancy**

When deploying with high availability, two Cisco Unified CCX Engine components must be deployed on separate servers. If one server initiates the engine mastership election first, it becomes master. The other server becomes standby. If both servers are started approximately at the same time, it is not specified which server becomes master. If the Cisco Unified CCX Engine component server fails over, the standby server becomes the master server and remains as the master server until another failure occurs. Any active calls being processed by applications on CTI Ports will be released upon failure of the master Cisco Unified CCX Engine server.

All ACD, IVR, and desktop services will failover within 5 seconds in a LAN environment and 12 seconds in a WAN environment. Any incoming call arriving at Cisco Unified CM destined for Cisco Unified CCX route points can be accepted by the Cisco Unified CCX engine and all Cisco Unified CCX call treatment and ACD routing services are operational. Automatically logging on large numbers of agents may take up to 1 minute in a LAN environment and up to 3 minutes in a WAN environment. For a given agent, the ACD is not able to route calls to agents until the automatic login process completes and the agent manually sets the state to Ready. Agents on Cisco Unified CCX routed calls will see those calls survive and CAD will automatically relog agents back in, and they will see a visual indicator that a failover has occurred. After being logged back in, agents will have to set the state to Ready when they are ready to begin receiving calls. Agents using IPPA will need to manually log in to the new master Cisco Unified CCX Engine server.
Historical Report generation is done by giving preference to non-Engine master node so that generation of Historical Reports does not affect the Cisco Unified CCX Engine performance. In a two-node scenario, if the current Engine master fails, the historical reports are generated from the new Engine node. Therefore, in a deployment with high availability and with both Cisco Unified CCX servers running, the maximum number of historical reporting sessions that is supported during normal operating hours is higher. If a server fails, this number reverts to the limit in a deployment without high availability. Note that this support for higher number of historical reporting sessions in a high availability deployment only applies to newer platforms. Refer the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for the limits on each platform.

Database Redundancy

When deploying with high availability, for Historical Data store, Agent Data store, and Repository Data store, the two servers running the Database components are set up with one being the publisher and one being the subscriber. These roles do not change in the event of a failure. If both the publisher and the subscriber are up and running, the server running the Engine Master is given DB mastership, where data is written to and read from.

If the database is down on the Engine Master, the other server (which is not the Engine Master) is given the DB mastership, where data is written to and read from. Informix Enterprise Replication replicates the data between the publisher and subscriber. Database replication will be automatically removed along with an alert sent to the administrator when the two nodes are unable to communicate for an extended period of time and the replication queue (which holds the data to be replicated) becomes full. Historical data, agent data and repository data may still be written on both the databases when replication is removed, but will not get replicated. Once the root cause of the replication has been identified (say a network issue) and fixed, the command to reset replication should be issued from Cisco Unified CCX Administration or from the CLI. This will result in the replication being setup followed by merging of data between both the nodes by means of a repair process. Merging ensures that the data on both the nodes is the same after the repair process. The state of this repair process can be monitored from Cisco Unified CCX Serviceability.

Under normal call load volume, a latency of 1 to 3 minutes for Informix Enterprise Replication is expected; this period could be higher for higher call load. The affect could be more when historical reports are running as it affects the SQL processing. Due to replication latency, the historical reports that are generated from a subscriber might not have the latest call records; the Historical Reports will be generated up to the last replicated time.

Distributed transactions with the Java Transaction Manager are used to replicate Configuration Data Store data in high availability deployments. The way it works is that when both servers with Databases components are operational, configuration data store changes, such as skills and resource groups, are written to both the servers with Database components. If one server with a Database component is down, configuration data store changes are not possible. However, configurations can be read in Cisco Unified CCX Administration; that is, no configuration data store data writes are possible, but data reads are possible when one server with a Database component is down. However, call processing, historical data writing, and call activity reporting can continue even when one Database component is down.

In the case where the secondary Database server is not operational and configuration data store changes are required, you can temporarily deactivate the configuration data store component on the secondary Database component server using Cisco Unified CCX Serviceability. After that, you can make configuration data store changes on the active (primary) Database server. Once the secondary Database server is back in service, you can activate the configuration data store component on that Database server during off-peak hours as the whole active database configuration data store data will get synchronized.
Network Partitioning

When the network is partitioned (split into two islands), each island elects its own master. When the partition is restored, the primary engine is always elected as the master and the other node becomes the standby. As a result, all calls with the primary engine node remain and all calls under treatment or in queue with the other node are dropped. This primary engine concept does not apply to the master election process in the normal failover. It only applies to the master election after partition restoration or master election initiated from Cisco Unified CCX Administration website.

Note

The primary engine is always the first node that was installed in the Cisco Unified CCX cluster and cannot be changed.

Monitoring and Recording Redundancy

The Monitoring component is automatically installed on the Cisco Unified CCX server and should be activated to enable agent monitoring. When deploying with high availability and agent monitoring, the Monitoring components on each server should be activated. The two servers running the Monitoring service are sometimes considered as one monitoring domain. When configuring a phone with SPAN port monitoring, only one SPAN port monitoring server can be assigned to this phone.

When desktop monitoring is configured, CAD forwards the RTP stream to CSD. A server running the Monitoring component is still required for CAD to retrieve the agent phone’s MAC address from the Cisco Unified CM. Any one of the two monitoring servers could be chosen for this purpose. If one Monitoring components fail, desktop monitoring still works, as long as the other server running the Monitoring component is still available in the Cisco Unified CCX cluster. It is possible to configure and enable both SPAN port monitoring and desktop monitoring for a phone. However, only one method is used at any time for that phone. If both SPAN port monitoring and desktop monitoring are configured correctly, desktop monitoring is chosen. If desktop monitoring fails, SPAN port monitoring is used as a backup. Refer the Cisco Desktop Administrator User’s Guide for more information.

When deploying with high availability and agent call recording, the Recording components on each server must be activated. The two physical recording servers work as a single logical recording server (a recording domain) and recording tasks are load balanced in a round robin fashion across the two physical Recording Servers. A Cisco Unified CCX deployment only supports one recording domain. The actual call recordings are stored only on the disk of the physical Recording component server where the recording task took place. Therefore, if a recording server fails, the supervisor will be unable to playback those recordings on the failed Recording server until that Recording server is operational again.

The two servers where the Recording components are running also serve as a backup for each other. To function properly during a period when one of the servers fails, the two Recording servers must be sized to be capable of supporting all recording for the Cisco Unified CCX cluster. For example, under normal operating conditions, a large call center may be set up to handle 16 recording sessions on each Recording component, for a total of 32 simultaneous call recordings. If either server with a Recording component fails, the other server processes all call recordings. In this failure scenario, make sure that the total number of call recordings does not exceed the server capacity that is shown in the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool.

Recording requires a Monitoring component. When SPAN port monitoring is configured for silent monitoring, the SPAN port monitoring server forwards the RTP stream to the Recording component. If that SPAN port monitoring server fails, recording is not possible. When desktop monitoring is configured, the Monitoring component is still required in order for CAD to retrieve the agent phone’s
MAC address from the Cisco Unified CM. Either of the two monitoring servers could be used for this purpose. If one Monitoring component fails, recording still works, as long as the other server running the Monitoring component is still available in the Cisco Unified CCX cluster.

**Upgrading to Cisco Unified CCX 8.0**

Cisco Unified CCX 8.0 supports software upgrade from previous versions. Refer the *Cisco Unified CCX Installation Guide* from the link below for compatible upgrade versions. If you wish to upgrade to 8.0 and add high availability, one additional physical server of equal performance as the existing server must be added.

The Windows to Linux upgrade tool, which is downloadable from CCO, can be used to upgrade from select versions of earlier Unified CCX Windows releases to the Unified CCX 8.0 release.

**Cisco Unified CCX Software Compatibility**

Cisco Unified CCX software is dependent upon integration with many other software components, especially Cisco Unified CM. Make sure to check to ensure the Cisco Unified CCX release you are planning is supported with the Cisco Unified CM release for which this deployment is planned. The *Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide* is available at:

Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Solution Architecture for Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express

Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express (Cisco Unified CME) is a solution composed of many components. These components include Cisco Unified CCX software, Cisco Unified CME, Cisco routers, Cisco data switches, Cisco Voice Gateways and Cisco Unified IP Phones. Cisco Unified CCX software is part of the Cisco Unified CCX software platform running with Cisco Unified CME. Cisco Unified CCX provides software capabilities for both Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR. With Cisco Unified CME, Cisco Unified CCX can run either Cisco Unified CCX or Cisco Unified IP IVR package.

Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME and Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Cisco Unified CM) have the same solution architecture for the following:

- Cisco Unified CCX system management
- Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7920 support
- Citrix and Microsoft Terminal Services support for CAD
- Remote Agent Over Broadband
- Agent Phones in Countries with Toll-Bypass Regulations
- Cisco Unified CCX ASR and TTS
- Cisco Unified CCX Agent E-Mail

For detailed information about the Cisco Unified CM architecture, see Chapter 2, “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Solution Architecture for Cisco Unified Communications Manager.”

Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME does not support the following solution architecture:

- Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) phone as an agent phone
- Cisco Unified CCX Integration with Cisco Unified ICM Software
- Cisco Unified CCX Outbound Preview Dialer
- Cisco TelePresence Virtual Agent Solution
- Cisco Agent Desktop Integration with Cisco Unified Presence
- Monitoring of multiple lines on an agent’s phone
- IPv6 interoperability (Caller on IPv6 address talking to agent on IPv4 address)
- Cisco Unified Workforce Optimization
Cisco Unified CCX communicates with Cisco Unified CME using open standard Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for call processing. When the Cisco Unified CCX Engine starts, the CME Telephony Subsystem sends a SIP REGISTER request to initiate communication with Cisco Unified CME. Thereafter, Cisco Unified CCX sends SIP REGISTER requests at a configurable interval to Cisco Unified CME to keep the communication link active.

When Cisco Unified CCX registers with Cisco Unified CME, a session server is created in Cisco Unified CME. Each device that is created for this Cisco Unified CCX is associated with the session server so that Cisco Unified CCX can only monitor its own set of devices.

Cisco Unified CME offers line monitoring and call monitoring. Cisco Unified CCX uses line monitoring to monitor the ACD line on an agent device and call monitoring to detect incoming calls and keep track of the call on the line. Cisco Unified CME uses the SIP Presence package for line monitoring and the SIP Dialog package for call monitoring. In Cisco Unified CME, an ephone is a Cisco Unified IP Phone and an ephone-dn is the line on the Cisco Unified IP Phone. To configure an Cisco Unified IP Phone as an agent device, the line monitoring attribute on the ephone-dn of the ephone should be enabled. Using line monitoring and call monitoring, when an agent device goes on or off hook or a call is transferred to or out of the agent device, Cisco Unified CME notifies Cisco Unified CCX about the changes and Cisco Unified CCX can change the agent state accordingly.

In Cisco Unified CME, there is no concept of CTI ports. During the engine activation phase, a default call control group with the number of channels equal to the number of licensed ports is created automatically by the system. All CME telephony triggers will use this default call control group.

An agent is configured in Cisco Unified CCX as a user with agent capability and is stored in the Cisco Unified CCX database. An agent does not have an associated extension until the agent logs in successfully. Even though an agent has an assigned extension, the agent can log off and log in with a different extension. Thus, an agent can log in with multiple agent devices without using Extension Mobility.

---

**Note**

Cisco Unified CCX does not support Cisco Unified SRST or Cisco Unified CME running in SRST mode.
Cisco Unified CCX Call Processing

Figure 3-1 and the description that follows explain a typical inbound call flow in Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME.

Figure 3-1    Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME Inbound Call Flow

1. Call arrives at voice gateway, which is also a Cisco Unified CME.
2. Voice gateway asks Cisco Unified CME how to route the call through SIP. Cisco Unified CME has a dialed number (DN) that Cisco Unified CCX has subscribed for monitoring. Cisco Unified CME notifies Cisco Unified CCX about the call arrival on the DN.
3. Based upon the DN, Cisco Unified CCX finds an available channel from the default call control group to handle the call and then map the DN to the appropriate Cisco Unified CCX script. The script then answers the call and establishes an RTP stream between Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified CME for media exchange. Then the caller is prompted to enter some information and wait for the next available agent. Assuming that there is no skilled agent available, the script executes the queued loop logic until an agent becomes available.
4. An agent becomes available as a result of logging in and going to Ready state or completing a customer call.
5. The agent is selected and reserved by Cisco Unified CCX server and the call is transferred to the agent phone. As a result, the agent phone rings. At the same time, a screen that contains the information entered by the caller pops up on the agent desktop.
6. Agent answers the call and an RTP stream is established between the agent phone and Cisco Unified CME for exchanging media.
Cisco Unified CCX Engine and Database Components

Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME includes these core software components:

- Cisco Unified CCX Engine
- Database
- Monitoring
- Recording

Every Cisco Unified CCX deployment must have the Cisco Unified CCX Engine and database components. The monitoring and recording components are optional and are discussed in the “Monitoring and Recording Components” section on page 3-4. With Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME, only one instance of each of these components can be installed and all components must be on the same physical server.

The Cisco Unified CCX Engine (with its closely related subsystems) is the component that provides functions such as the following:

- Telephony Interface with Cisco Unified CME
- Execution of scripts
- Encoding and streaming of .wav files (G.711 codec only)
- Communications with CAD for agent state control and screen pop
- Agent monitoring and selection
- Cisco Unified CCX Administration web interface.

You can think of the Cisco Unified CCX Engine component as providing the core ACD, IVR and CTI services. The other components—Database, Monitoring and Recording—are auxiliary software components.

The database component is a required component for any Cisco Unified CCX deployment. It manages access to the database. The Cisco Unified CCX Database contains these datastores:

- Configuration datastore (CDS)
- Repository datastore (RDS)
- Agent datastore (ADS)
- Historical datastore (HDS)

The configuration datastore contains Cisco Unified CCX configuration information such as resources (agents), skills, resource groups, teams, CSQ, applications, triggers, call control groups, and dialog groups. The repository datastore contains user prompts, grammars, and documents. The agent datastore contains agent logs, statistics, and pointers to the recording files. The historical datastore contains Contact Call Detail Records (CCDRs) and other data for historical report.

Monitoring and Recording Components

Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME has the same solution architecture for SPAN port monitoring, desktop monitoring, and recording as Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CM. However, Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME does not support:

- G.729 as the audio codec
- Remote supervisory monitor using an IP phone or PSTN phone.
See to the “Monitoring and Recording Components” section on page 2-7 for related architecture information.

Cisco Unified CCX Fault Tolerance

Although Cisco Unified CCX for Cisco Unified CME only supports a single server deployment, this solution offers some fault tolerance capabilities through other methods, as described in the following sections:

- **Basic ACD, page 3-5**

Basic ACD

Basic ACD (B-ACD) is an application running in Cisco Unified CME that provides auto-attendant and call distribution services for calls through the use of interactive menus and local hunt groups. It is a package of TCL scripts and audio prompts that can be downloaded from Cisco website for a specific Cisco Unified CME version. The menu options and the audio prompts for B-ACD can be customized for a specific need.

In the normal scenario, when there is an incoming call to a dial-peer in Cisco Unified CME, Cisco Unified CCX is notified and runs the configured application for the telephony trigger. However, assume that Cisco Unified CCX server is down for some reason so the inbound call to the dial-peer receives a busy tone. In this case, B-ACD can be used to temporarily handle the incoming call and route the call to the hunt group. If Cisco Unified CCX agent phones are put into the B-ACD hunt group, B-ACD can route the incoming calls to the Cisco Unified CCX agents (without CAD running).

To configure B-ACD to handle incoming calls when Cisco Unified CCX server is down, perform the following configurations in Cisco Unified CME:

1. Configure a low precedent voice dial-peer and set the destination-pattern and incoming called-number fields using the CME Telephony Trigger configured for the Cisco Unified CCX application. For example, if the Cisco Unified CCX application has the CME Telephony Trigger 8003 and its associated voice dial-peer in Cisco Unified CME has the preference of zero, the B-ACD voice dial-peer should be as follows:

```plaintext
dial-peer voice 50001 voip
preference 5
service agentaa
destination-pattern 8003
session target ipv4:10.4.45.3
incoming called-number 8003
dtmf-relay h245-alphanumeric
codec g711ulaw
no vad
```

2. Put the Cisco Unified CCX agent phones into the B-ACD hunt group.

3. Use the destination-pattern in the voice dial-peer as defined in Step 1 as the pilot number for B-ACD.

After finishing this configuration, when both Cisco Unified CME and Cisco Unified CCX are running, two voice dial-peers with the same destination-pattern but different preference will exist in Cisco Unified CME. Cisco Unified CCX will be notified when there is an incoming call to 8003 as illustrated in Figure 3-2 and the table that follows.
When Cisco Unified CCX server is down, the voice dial-peer with preference 0 disappears and leaves the voice dial-peer with preference 5 in Cisco Unified CME. If there is an incoming call to 8003, B-ACD is triggered as illustrated in Figure 3-3 and the table that follows.
When using B-ACD as backup for Cisco Unified CCX to handle call, be aware of the following:

- There will be no CCDR or any kind of record for the incoming call written to Cisco Unified CCX database.

- Whenever B-ACD runs (regardless of whether Cisco Unified CCX is running), it shuts down the CallMonitor Module (CMM). You will have to manually re-enable CMM using CLI, otherwise Cisco Unified CCX will not be notified if there is any incoming call. For detail information about enabling CMM using CLI, please refer the Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express System Administrator Guide.

For detail information about B-ACD, refer the Cisco Unified CME B-ACD and Tcl Call-Handling Applications, which is available at this URL:

Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Deployment Models

This chapter discusses the deployment models that are available for this Cisco Unified CCX release. Use the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool to help you determine the number and types of servers required for any supported deployment model and call processing requirements (see Chapter 6, “Sizing Cisco Unified Contact Center Express and Cisco Unified Communications Manager Servers”). Before using that tool, it is a good idea to have a good understanding of what deployment model you desire.

Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Cisco Unified CM) coresident with Cisco Unified CCX deployment is not supported in Cisco Unified CCX. Expansion servers where the Database, Monitoring, or Recording components are running on separate servers also are not supported.

Table 4-1 depicts the deployment models that are supported in Cisco Unified CCX. These models have no bearing on which specific server model is used. The minimum server model required is identified by the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool. This chapter provides general rules for design and considerations and limitations for each of these deployment models. This information allows an Cisco Unified CCX system planner or designer to understand what other similar deployment models are supported and to understand how to determine the best solution for a given set of requirements.

**Note**

The Recording and Monitoring components are automatically installed on the Cisco Unified CCX server. However, activating these components is only necessary if recording and monitoring will be performed. When a Recording component is activated on a server, the Monitoring component must also be activated. When deploying with high availability and with recording and monitoring, the Recording and Monitoring components on both servers must be activated.
Table 4-1  Cisco Unified CCX Deployment Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cisco Unified CCX Deployment Model</th>
<th>Cisco Unified CCX Components on Server 1</th>
<th>Cisco Unified CCX Components on Server 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified CM Integration</td>
<td>Engine, Database, Recording, Monitoring components</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Server High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified CM Integration</td>
<td>Engine, Database, Recording, Monitoring components</td>
<td>Engine, Database, Recording, Monitoring components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified CME Integration</td>
<td>Engine, Database, Recording, Monitoring components</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-1 depicts the deployment when integrating Cisco Unified CCX with Cisco Unified CM. In this deployment, optional Cisco Unified CCX components shown with an asterisk (*) can be added. These components are:

- Cisco Unified Presence Server. For more details about deploying the Presence Server, refer the *Cisco Unified Communications SRND*, which is available at this URL: http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd

For related information, see the “Cisco Unified CCX General Rules for Design” section on page 4-5.
Figure 4-1  Deployment Model of Cisco Unified CCX integrated with Cisco Unified CM

Figure 4-2 depicts the deployment when integrating Unified CCX with Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express (Cisco Unified CME).
Figure 4-2  Deployment Model of Cisco Unified CCX integrated with Cisco Unified CME

In both deployment with Cisco Unified CM and with Cisco Unified CME, ASR and TTS can be added. ASR and TTS software is not provided by Cisco. This software must be purchased from a vendor such as Nuance, Scansoft, or IBM. These vendors can provide design and server sizing requirements for their software.

This chapter contains the following sections:

- Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified Communications Manager Integration, page 4-6
- Two-Server High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified Communications Manager Integration, page 4-6
- Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express Integration, page 4-11
- Other Design Considerations, page 4-11
Cisco Unified CCX General Rules for Design

When designing a Unified CCX deployment, the following rules apply:

- When deploying for high availability (HA), the Cisco Unified CCX servers can be located in the same campus LAN to provide server redundancy. The Cisco Unified CCX servers can also be located in different sites separated by WAN to provide spatial redundancy. For more information on network requirements for HA over WAN, refer to “Cisco Unified CCX High Availability over WAN” section on page 4-7.

Note

For HA over LAN deployment, heartbeats are sent every half a second and failover occurs if 5 consecutive heartbeats are missed. For HA over WAN deployment, heartbeats are sent every second and failover occurs if 10 consecutive heartbeats are missed. These values are not configurable.

- The Cisco Unified CM servers running CTI Managers with which Cisco Unified CCX communicates can be located in the same campus LAN or different site as Cisco Unified CCX servers.

- The Cisco Unified CME must be located in the same campus LAN as the Cisco Unified CCX server. The available bandwidth for these LAN links should always be considerably higher than the load, there should be no steady-state congestion, and the maximum round-trip delay between them should be less than 2 ms.

- If recording is going to be used for a high availability deployment, the Recording component must be redundant.

- All agents for a Cisco Unified CCX deployment must be using phones that register to the same Cisco Unified CM cluster. Calls can be received from devices and callers on another Cisco Unified CM cluster (using inter-cluster trunks).

- All Cisco Unified CCX deployments must be configured using the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool to be supported. Only the MCS 7835 and 7845 models provide redundant power supplies, redundant fans, and redundant hot-swappable disk drives. Therefore, use the MCS 7835 or the MCS 7845 for higher resiliency.

- Different server models can be used in a high availability deployment with the following constraints.
  - The capacity of the subscriber HDD should equal to or more than that of the publisher HDD.
  - In the case of different servers being used in a high availability deployment, the system capacity is determined by the smaller of the two servers.

- Cisco Unified CCX solution works with combination of software and hardware components, providing open and flexible environment for customers to execute complex scripts, custom codes, documents etc. Overloading any of the software/hardware components such as virtual memory, CPU etc could impact the solution performance. Cisco recommends reviewing and optimizing scripts, custom codes, documents etc before they are loaded to the production setup, also constant monitoring of system component/hardware attributes like disk space, CPU utilization etc.

For more details on optimization and best practices, please refer to “Cisco Unified Contact Center Express and IPVR - Best Practices” which is available at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/cust_contact/contact_center/crs/express_7_0/reference/guide/UCCX_Best_Practices.pdf
When deploying Quality Management and Workforce Management with Cisco Unified CCX, consider the following guidelines:

- Quality Management and Workforce Management must be installed on separate servers from each other and Cisco Unified CCX. No form of co-residency is supported in this release with any other software, such as installing on Cisco Unified CCX or installing both Quality Management and Workforce Management on the same server.

- WFO products do not provide redundancy. However, note that both Quality Management and Workforce Management do support redundant Cisco Unified CCX environment and are able to switch to a secondary or backup system upon failure of the primary Cisco Unified CCX system.


**Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified Communications Manager Integration**

The Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified CM integration is for small deployments. This deployment model places a single instance of all four Cisco Unified CCX software components on the same server and uses Informix IDS as the database server.

This deployment model can support silent monitoring and recording for agents at any WAN-connected site by using desktop monitoring. (Refer the Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide for a list of phones that support desktop monitoring). It can also support SPAN port monitoring for agents on the VLAN segment local to Cisco Unified CCX server. This deployment model does not incorporate additional remote Monitoring components, so silent monitoring and recording is not possible for agents who are using the Cisco IP Phone Agent at remote sites. Similarly, silent monitoring and recording is not possible for agents at remote sites who are using phones that do not support desktop monitoring.

This deployment model allows the Cisco Unified CCX Engine to fail over to a backup CTI Manager if the primary CTI Manager fails. CTI ports and CTI route points should be grouped into device pools that have the same primary and secondary server list as those used for JTAPI communications with the CTI Managers.

**Two-Server High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified Communications Manager Integration**

The Two-Server High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified CM integration is for small to medium-sized contact centers requiring high availability. This deployment model incorporates redundant Cisco Unified CCX Engine, Database, Recording, and Monitoring components.

Informix IDS replication is used to keep the databases synchronized.

This deployment model can support silent monitoring and recording for agents at any WAN-connected site by using desktop monitoring. (Refer the Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide for a list of phones that support desktop monitoring). It can also support SPAN port monitoring for agents on the VLAN segment local to Cisco Unified CCX server. This deployment model provides redundancy for both recording and silent monitoring for all agents using desktop monitoring (regardless of location) or agents on the local VLAN using SPAN port monitoring. This deployment model does not
incorporate additional remote Monitoring components, so silent monitoring and recording is not possible for agents who are using the Cisco IP Phone Agent at remote sites. Similarly, silent monitoring and recording is not possible for agents at remote sites who are using phones that do not support desktop monitoring.

This deployment model allows either Cisco Unified CCX Engine component to fail over to a backup CTI Manager if the primary server fails. CTI Ports and CTI Route Points should be grouped into device pools that have the same primary and secondary server list as that used for JTAPI communications to the CTI Managers.

In HA deployments, historical data comes from the database located in the standby engine node. On newer platforms, a higher number of historical reporting sessions during operating hours is supported for HA deployments. Refer the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for the limits.

**Cisco Unified CCX High Availability over WAN**

Cisco Unified CCX supports high availability over WAN to provide site redundancy. In this deployment, the Cisco Unified CCX servers are located in two different sites across the WAN. Cisco recommends each site should have at least one Cisco Unified CM server that is running CTI Manager with which Cisco Unified CCX communicates. Agents and supervisors can be located in one of the sites where the Cisco Unified CCX server resides or in any other remote sites. Figure 4-3 depicts the deployment for Cisco Unified CCX high availability over WAN.

**Figure 4-3  Cisco Unified CCX High Availability over WAN Deployment**
Network Requirements

When deploying Cisco Unified CCX HA over WAN, observe the following network requirements:

Delay

The maximum allowed round-trip time (RTT) between Cisco Unified CCX servers is 80 ms.

Note

Do not use the ping utility on the Unified CCX server to verify RTT as it will not provide an accurate result. The ping is sent as a best-effort tagged packet and is not transported using the same QoS-enabled path as the WAN traffic. Therefore, Cisco recommends that you verify the delay by using the closest network device to the Unified CCX servers, ideally the access switch to which the server is attached. Cisco IOS provides an extended ping capable to set the Layer 3 type of service (ToS) bits to make sure the ping packet is sent on the same QoS-enabled path that the WAN traffic will traverse. The time recorded by the extended ping is the round-trip time (RTT), or the time it takes to traverse the communications path and return. Refer to the IOS document available at: http://www.cisco.com for more detail.

Bandwidth

Sufficient bandwidth must be provisioned for Cisco Unified CCX cluster, Cisco Unified CM cluster, remote agent/supervisor desktops and other optional components in order to deploy HA over WAN successfully. Account for the bandwidth required for the following components:

- Cisco Unified CCX Cluster and Cisco Unified CM Cluster

  Cisco Unified CCX cluster consumes bandwidth between the Cisco Unified CCX servers in high availability. If the Cisco Unified CM running CTI Manager that Cisco Unified CCX communicates with is remote, there would be additional bandwidth utilized by Cisco Unified CCX.

  Cisco Unified CM could consume significantly higher bandwidth for Intra-Cluster Communication Signaling (ICCS) between sites when deploying with Cisco Unified CCX. This is due to the additional number of call redirects and CTI/JTAPI communications encompassed in the intra-cluster communications.

  Cisco Unified CCX can be deployed as ACD to route and queue contacts for available agent or as IP-IVR to perform self-service. The bandwidth requirements for Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified CM clusters are different depending on the deployment type.

  Table 4-2 below shows the minimum bandwidth requirement for Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified CM clusters when deploying HA over WAN.
Table 4-2  Cisco Unified CCX HA over WAN Bandwidth Requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cisco Unified CCX Cluster</th>
<th>Cisco Unified CM Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Type</td>
<td>Between Unified CCX Servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACD</td>
<td>1.2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP-IVR</td>
<td>1.2 Mbps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. This column shows the database bandwidth required for Cisco Unified CM clustering over WAN and could be subject to change. For the final authorized value, refer to Cisco Unified Communications Solution Reference Network Design (SRND) available at: http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd

2. BHCA (Busy Hour Call Attempt) is the number of calls entering the system in the busy hour for Cisco Unified CCX or IP-IVR.

For Cisco Unified CCX Cluster in Table 4-2,

- The traffic between Unified CCX servers includes database replication, heartbeat and other communication between the Unified CCX HA servers.
- The traffic between Unified CCX server and remote Unified CM server running CTI Manager is the JTAPI call signaling

For Cisco Unified CM Cluster in Table 4-2,

- Database column includes traffic for database and other inter-server traffic for every Cisco Unified CM subscriber server remote to the Cisco Unified CM publisher
- ICCS column shows all the ICCS traffic between CallManager/CallManager services and CallManager/CTI Manager services running in the Cisco Unified CM nodes across sites

As an example, assume the Cisco Unified CCX HA over WAN deployment has two sites and is used as ACD. Site 1 has the Cisco Unified CCX, one Cisco Unified CM publisher and two Cisco Unified CM subscribers. Site 2 has the other Cisco Unified CCX and two Cisco Unified CM subscribers. Cisco Unified CCX in site 1 communicates with Cisco Unified CM subscriber in site 2 for JTAPI signaling. In the busy hour, there are 1500 calls coming into Cisco Unified CCX that get routed or queued for agents.

For Cisco Unified CCX cluster, bandwidth required is:

1.2 Mbps + 800 kbps (0.8 Mbps) = 2 Mbps

For Cisco Unified CM cluster, there are two Unified CM subscribers remote from the Unified CM publisher and the BHCA is 1500. Bandwidth required is:

1.544 Mbps x 2 + 70 kbps x 15 (1.05 Mbps) = 4.138 Mbps

Totally, 6.138 Mbps between sites is required for this deployment.

- Agents and Supervisors

In HA over WAN deployment, agents and supervisors could reside in either Cisco Unified CCX sites and they could be remote depending on the location of active Cisco Unified CCX server at the time of operation. Bandwidth should be provisioned for remote agents between sites using the maximum number of agents from the two sites. Estimate the required bandwidth using the Cisco Agent Desktop Bandwidth Calculator available at:

• Optional Components

Customers might have the following optional components deployed across the WAN from Cisco Unified CCX/IP-IVR. Ensure to account for the additional bandwidth required in their HA over WAN deployment.

- Wallboard Server: Figure out the amount of data that are pulled from Cisco Unified CCX database to the remote wallboard server.
- Enterprise Database: Estimate the total amount of data that are retrieved through the database steps from the remote enterprise database.
- SMTP Server: If the SMTP server is remote from the Cisco IP-IVR, find out the average size of each outgoing email and calculate the total.

Quality of Service

Quality of service (QoS) must be enabled and engineered correctly on the network to provide consistent and predictable end-to-end levels of service. Cisco Unified CCX software does not mark any network packet and thus, ensure to mark the traffic at the network edge routers. Table 4-3 shows the recommendation on the QoS markings for Cisco Unified CCX HA over WAN deployment.

Table 4-3 QoS Recommendation for Cisco Unified CCX HA over WAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>Recommended QoS Marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heartbeat and Node Manager Status Messages</td>
<td>IP Precedence 3 (DSCP 26 or PHB AF31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAPI Call Signaling</td>
<td>IP Precedence 3 (DSCP 24 or PHB CS3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Replication between Cisco Unified CCX nodes¹</td>
<td>IP Precedence 0 (DSCP 0 or PHB BE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The database traffic may be re-prioritized to a higher priority data service (for example, IP Precedence 2 (DSCP 18 or PHB AF21) if required by the particular business needs). An example of this is the usage of outbound dialer in Cisco Unified CCX which relies on writing data to the Config Datastore.

Deployment Considerations

Consider the followings when deploying High Availability over WAN with Cisco Unified CCX:

• Deploy ASR/TTS server locally in each Cisco Unified CCX site
• Setup Cisco Unified CCX to use the local Cisco Unified CM servers for both primary and secondary in the following configurations. If this is not possible, at least the primary Cisco Unified CM server should be local.
  - AXL Service Provider
  - JTAPI Provider for Cisco Unified CM Telephony Subsystem
  - JTAPI Provider for Resource Manager/Contact Manager Subsystem

Note

There will be significant delays in agent login during Cisco Unified CCX failover if AXL and JTAPI communications are made over the WAN, especially under load conditions.

• Assign the two sets of CTI Port (one for the master and other for the standby engine) to different device pools, regions and locations etc in the CTI Port Group
- Data in Agent datastore, Historical datastore and Repository datastore of Informix IDS database start merging after the network partition is restored and this could potentially generate heavy data traffic over the WAN. Cisco recommends restoring the WAN link during after hours to minimize the performance impact.
- Do not support VPN tunneling across the WAN.

**Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express Integration**

As shown in Figure 4-2 on page 4-4, Cisco Unified CCX integration with Cisco Unified CME supports only the Single-Server Non-High Availability Deployment Model—Cisco Unified CME integration. In this deployment model, the voice gateway and Cisco Unified CME can be located inside the same or separate router platform. Cisco Unified CME and the Cisco Unified CCX server must be located in the same campus LAN with the maximum round-trip delay less than 2 ms between them. This deployment model places a single instance of all four Cisco Unified CCX software components on the same server and uses Informix IDS as the database server.

This deployment model can support silent monitoring and recording for agents at any WAN-connected site by using desktop monitoring. (Refer the Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide for a list of phones that support desktop monitoring). It can also support SPAN port monitoring for agents on the VLAN segment local to Cisco Unified CCX server. This deployment model does not incorporate additional remote Monitoring components, so silent monitoring and recording is not possible for agents who are using the Cisco IP Phone Agent at remote sites. Similarly, silent monitoring and recording is not possible for agents at remote sites who are using phones that do not support desktop monitoring.

Cisco Unified CCX does not support backup Cisco Unified CME. If Cisco Unified CME fails, Cisco Unified CCX will not be functional.

**Note**

For deployment of Cisco Unified CCX integration with Cisco Unified CME:
- Placing an outgoing call inside the Cisco Unified CCX script will fail if the call is destined to the telephony trigger that belongs to the Cisco Unified CME
- Incoming calls from PSTN trunk are supported
- SIP trunk calls from another Cisco Unified CME that is not integrated with Cisco Unified CCX are supported.
- SIP and H.323 trunks are supported as usual in Cisco Unified CME but not when it is integrated with Cisco Unified CCX.

**Other Design Considerations**

Consider the following when designing your Cisco Unified CCX system:
- High availability requires additional disk space, so historical call reporting capacity may be reduced. Historical call reporting capacity also depends upon BHCC, hours of operation per day, and days of operation per week.
- G.711 call recording requires about 1MB per minute. G.729 call recording requires about 256KB per minute.
- The following categories of data use hard disk space:
  - Linux Server OS, Cisco Unified CCX Software, and Informix Database Management Software
– Cisco Unified CCX Logs
– The Cisco Unified CCX Database (comprised of 4 data stores)
– Recording Files.

Systems planners and designers should attempt to estimate the impact of each in order to determine hard disk requirements. The Cisco Customer Response Solutions Installation Guide provides more information about disk size requirements for very large installations.

• The Cisco Unified CM sizing tools assume devices are evenly distributed across all servers CTI Route Points be configured as part of a device pool that homes primarily to the same Cisco Unified Communications Manager Server as the primary CTI Manager being used, it may be required to run the Cisco Unified Communications Manager sizing tool on a per location or per server basis.

• The Cisco Unified CM QSIG path replacement feature is not supported for Unified CCX calls. For additional information about Unsupported Features in Cisco Unified CM, see the current release notes for Cisco Unified CCX.

• Cisco Unified CM Forced Authorization Codes and Client Matter Codes should be turned off for all route patterns in the Unified CM cluster that are used by Cisco Unified CCX. Enabling these features for route patterns that aren’t used by Cisco Unified CCX does not affect Cisco Unified CCX.

• For a list of unsupported features in Cisco Unified CM with Cisco Unified CCX, refer to the current release notes for Cisco Unified CCX.

• Cisco Unified CCX supports different sets of IP Phones as agent device on Cisco Unified CM and Unified CME platforms; not all agent devices can be used as IP Phone Agent. For a complete list of supported agent devices, refer to the Cisco Unified CCX Software & Hardware Compatibility Guide available at: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/sw/custcosw/ps1846/products_device_support_tables_list.html

• CAD supports only one localized language per Cisco Unified CCX cluster which is determined at installation. As a result, all Cisco Agent and Supervisor Desktop applications in that Cisco Unified CCX cluster must use the same language.

• Agent can log in using Extension Mobility but the agent phone must be in the Cisco Unified CM cluster that is used by Cisco Unified CCX.

• Sometimes new releases of Cisco Unified CM will not support Cisco Unified CCX immediately at Cisco Unified CM first customer ship (FCS) time. Some organizations may be early adopters of new Cisco Unified CM releases and may be slowed from migrating to new Cisco Unified CM releases and using new Cisco Unified CM features if Cisco Unified CCX is installed with that same Cisco Unified CM cluster. Therefore, in some scenarios, it may make sense to have a separate Cisco Unified CM cluster for Cisco Unified CCX.

Multiple Cisco Unified CCX Clusters Integrated with a Single Cisco Unified Communications Manager Cluster

It is possible to integrate multiple Cisco Unified CCX clusters with a single Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster. Use the following guidelines when deploying this model:

• To determine if the number of Cisco Unified CCX clusters is appropriate for your Cisco Unified CM cluster, use the Cisco Unified CM capacity tool. For more information, see Chapter 6, “Sizing Cisco Unified Contact Center Express and Cisco Unified Communications Manager Servers.”
Note

There is no limit on number of Cisco Unified CCX clusters supported with a single Cisco Unified CM cluster as long as the combined agent phones, CTI ports, CTI route points etc. utilized by all Cisco Unified CCX clusters were used to size Cisco Unified CM.

- To determine if you need more than one CTI Manager, refer the Cisco Unified Communications Solution Reference Network Design (SRND), available at: http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd.

If your deployment requires more than one CTI Manager, Cisco recommends that you load-balance Cisco Unified CCX and other CTI applications across the various CTI Managers in the cluster to provide maximum resilience, performance, and redundancy.


- If more than one primary subscriber is required to support your configuration, distribute all agents equally among the subscriber nodes. This configuration assumes that the busy-hour call attempts (BHCA) is uniform across all agents.

- Each Cisco Unified CCX cluster is standalone and independent from other Cisco Unified CCX clusters. There is no communication or synchronization between the Cisco Unified CCX clusters. Agents should operate in only one Cisco Unified CCX cluster.

Cisco Unified CM Telephony Triggers (CTI Route Points) and CTI ports should be different across Cisco Unified CCX clusters.

- In the list of Resources in Cisco Unified CCX Administration, each Cisco Unified CCX cluster displays all the agents in the Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster, even though the agents can operate and log in only to one Cisco Unified CCX cluster.

This situation requires that the Cisco Unified CCX Administrator be aware of which resources are associated with each cluster. The Cisco Unified CCX Administrator can mitigate this situation by having a unique naming convention for Resources associated with a particular Cisco Unified CCX cluster.

- This deployment is not intended to provide Cisco Unified CCX redundancy across different Cisco Unified CCX clusters. If a Cisco Unified CCX cluster fails, the agents that operate in this cluster cannot operate in other Cisco Unified CCX clusters. If another Cisco Unified CCX cluster is configured to accept the calls that were originally sent to the Cisco Unified CCX cluster that failed, there will be no report integration between the Cisco Unified CCX clusters.

- This deployment does not change the characteristics and design recommendations of each individual Cisco Unified CCX cluster. For example, within a Cisco Unified CCX cluster, high availability is still supported.

**Virtualized Deployment on Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS)**

Cisco Unified Contact Center Express can be deployed as an application on a virtual machine on the VMWare platform running on the Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) hardware. This allows Cisco Unified Contact Center Express to be part of a virtualized deployment on the same hardware along with other Cisco Unified Communications applications with resulting savings due to server consolidation and reduced total cost of ownership (TCO).

For more details on the hardware requirements, VMware requirements, supported VMware features, virtual machine sizing and best practices for this deployment, please refer to the following link: http://www.cisco.com/go/uc-virtualized
Basics of Call Center Sizing

This chapter introduces the basic concepts involved in call center sizing.

This chapter contains the following sections:

- Terminology, page 5-1
- Preliminary Information Requirements, page 5-2
- Principal Design Considerations for Call Center Sizing, page 5-4
- Planning Resource Requirements for Call Center Sizing, page 5-5.

Terminology

Figure 5-1 illustrates the common port types and how they map to Cisco Unified CCX.
Call center sizing differentiates the port types as follows:

- **Gateway or PSTN trunk ports** — handle calls originating from the PSTN. They are purchased separately from Cisco Unified CCX.

- **Queue ports** — are IVR ports that queue calls (when no agents are available) prior to transferring the caller to an available agent. These ports are included at no additional cost with Cisco Unified CCX Standard or Enhanced, but they must be sized for proper capacity planning for the Cisco Unified CCX server. Refer the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for more details.

- **IVR ports** — are full-featured IVR ports with all the capabilities found in the standalone Cisco Unified IP IVR product, except that the Cisco Unified CCX IVR ports require Cisco Unified CCX Premium and do not support Cisco Intelligent Contact Management Enterprise (Cisco Unified ICME) integration.

If you want additional supporting features, such as automatic speech recognition (ASR), text-to-speech (TTS), e-mail notification, web server or client functionality, and database operations, you simply need to purchase the Premium package. Additional seats may also be purchased for IVR port licenses if the number of port licenses that come with the seat licenses is not sufficient.

The goal of the system architect is to determine the appropriate number and types of IVR ports to provision for the Cisco Unified CCX system. However, as shown in Figure 5-1, the Cisco Unified CCX architecture differs slightly from the example TDM call center configuration in that IVR ports and queue ports (and P&C ports as well) are combined into one logical CTI port. Therefore, the call sizing approach in this document calculates trunk, IVR, and queue ports. The remaining sections of this chapter use the term IVR port to denote the combined queue port and IVR port (both full-service and P&C ports).

**Preliminary Information Requirements**

System designers are advised to create a sizing document to do the following:

- Scope out the preliminary configuration information for the Cisco Unified CCX server.
- Size the gateways for the system.

To determine the size of the call center, obtain answers to the following questions:

- How many IVR ports do you need?
- How many PSTN gateway trunk ports do you need?
- How many agents will answer incoming calls?

To answer these questions properly, you will need the sizing metrics and information listed in Table 5-1.

**Table 5-1  Call Center Sizing Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average handle time (AHT)</td>
<td>Average duration (talk time) of a call plus after-call work time, which is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the wrap-up time after the caller hangs up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average IVR port usage time</td>
<td>The total time for prompt playout and/or menu navigation (if any) in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cisco Unified CCX script. This should not include the queue time the caller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spends waiting in queue before an agent becomes available. Queue time is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>calculated using Erlang-C automatically as shown in Figure 5-2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service level goal for agents</td>
<td>Percentage of calls answered by agents within a specific number of seconds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5-1  Call Center Sizing Metrics (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA)</td>
<td>Average number of calls received in a busy hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade of service (% blockage) for gateway ports to the PSTN</td>
<td>Percentage of calls that get a busy tone (no gateway trunks available) out of the total BHCA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the metrics in Table 5-1 are basic call sizing metrics. Once this information is obtained, the number of gateway trunk ports, IVR ports, and agents can be calculated using the IPCC Resource Calculator available at: http://tools.cisco.com/partner/ipccal/index.htm

The IPC Resource Calculator uses Erlang C for sizing agents, and Erlang B for sizing IVR ports. The output of this sizing process will provide you with the total number of Gateway trunk ports, IVR ports and total number of agents to size the Cisco Unified CCX system properly.

See Figure 5-2 for an overview of the IP call center sizing process, and see the section on Planning Resource Requirements for Call Center Sizing, page 5-5, for detailed sizing information for both IVR ports and Cisco Unified CCX agents.

**Note**
If the system being designed is a replacement for an existing ACD or an expansion to an installed Cisco Unified CCX or Cisco Unified IP IVR system, you might be able to use the historical reporting information from the existing system to arrive at the above metrics.

In addition, call sizing design considerations may vary if the call center is more self-service oriented.
Principal Design Considerations for Call Center Sizing

Figure 5-2 illustrates the principal steps and design considerations for sizing a call center.

Figure 5-2 is a general overview of the design considerations for call sizing. For a detailed description of the call center sizing design process, refer the section on sizing call center resources in the Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise Solution Reference Network Design Guide, available online at the following URL:

http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd

There are similar basic call center sizing considerations and steps for Cisco Unified CCE, and they also can be used in sizing a smaller contact center for Cisco Unified CCX. This call sizing approach will provide you with the minimum number of IVR ports to support the total BHCA.
In addition, you should include the following design considerations, specific to Cisco Unified CCX, in your call center sizing calculations:

- At a minimum, plan on enough capacity to replace your existing system. The replacement system should perform at least as well as the one it is replacing.
- After all of the Erlang (C and B) calculations are complete for the call center sizing, any changes in queue times or agents will affect the total number of trunks and IVR ports required for a Cisco Unified CCX solution.
- As you increase the size of the agent pool, very small changes in the average queue time and percentage of queued calls will affect the required number of gateway trunks and IVR ports.
- Even if you perform all of the calculations for a call center, there are still some variables that you cannot plan for but that will affect the ports needed on a Cisco Unified CCX system. For example, one or more agents could call in sick, and that would affect the port count and queue time for each call. Just two agents calling in sick could increase the port count by over 12%. This would affect the price of the system and, if not planned for, would affect the ability of the call center to meet caller requirements. Properly sizing call center resources is integral to designing an effective Cisco Unified CCX system.

Note

Not all of the Cisco Unified CCX system limits are available at the same time.

If all of the call sizing information is available, the next step is to apply Cisco Unified CCX sizing limits to the call center requirements. For this step, use the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool, available online at:

http://tools.cisco.com/cucst

Planning Resource Requirements for Call Center Sizing

To assist you with planning resource requirements, this section illustrates how to size an Cisco Unified CCX Standard application with 25 agents.

Example of Sizing Cisco Unified CCX Standard Application with 25 Agents

This example is not intended to be a comprehensive contact center design example, but it illustrates how changing metrics such as BHCA, AHT, and Service Levels can affect provisioning of agents.

The following information applies to this example of Cisco Unified CCX Standard with 25 agents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Metric Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA)</td>
<td>800 calls in 60-minute interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service level goal</td>
<td>90% of all calls handled within 15 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average handle time (AHT)</td>
<td>90 seconds:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Average talk time = 90 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Wrap-up time = 0 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait before Abandon</td>
<td>120 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade of service (% blockage) for gateway ports to the PSTN</td>
<td>1% (0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the IPC Resource Calculator available at: http://tools.cisco.com/partner/ipccal/index.htm, we can determine that 25 agents are needed for this system. Checking the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool indicates that all of these parameters fit within a single-server Cisco Unified CCX system.

Figure 4-3 provides a basic example of the IPC Standard Resource Calculator.

The IPC Resource Calculator also uses Erlang B and C to calculate the number of IVR ports needed for call treatment (prompt and collect) and queuing. An example of this is the default icd.aef script logic that is available with all the Cisco Unified CCX packages. Note in Figure 4-4 how the script logic allows the application developer to insert various delays in the script; these delays must be included in Average Call Treatment Time, (IVR) input to the IPC Resource Calculator.
The following steps detail the procedure for calculating IVR ports for our example Cisco Unified CCX application:

**Step 1**
Calculate the number of IVR ports required to handle IVR call treatment functionality:

a. Estimate the average time the call is being processed by the Cisco Unified CCX script, from the time the initial call enters the application until the time the call is queued. This value is the call treatment time (CTT, also called Average IVR Delay). Using the default icd.aef script for our example, this value would be the time the welcome prompt is played. The welcome prompt used by this particular Cisco Unified CCX application was estimated at two seconds. (Note that a lengthy prompt/collection sequence for caller self-service will result in much longer CTT).

b. Now enter the CTT (Average IVR Delay) of 20 seconds into the IPC Resource Calculator, and notice that in this example ten IVR ports are required for call treatment.

**Step 2**
Calculate the number of IVR Ports required to handle queuing functionality.

In this case the IPC Resource Calculator has already performed the calculation from the previous inputs, yielding a value of six IVR ports required for queuing.

**Step 3**
Calculate the total number of IVR Ports required.

The IPC Resource Calculator automatically adds up all IVR ports required (queuing, call treatment and self service (using the advanced IPC Resource Calculator). In this example a total of fifteen IVR ports are required.

Note at this point that the IPC Resource Calculator has also determined the number of Gateway Voice Trunks needed to support the required number of Agents and IVR ports. In this example, 36 PSTN trunks (DS0’s) are required.
### Figure 5-5  Standard Resource Calculator Call Treatment Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Identification:</th>
<th>Call Treatment Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calls per interval (BHCA):</td>
<td>60 min &gt; 800 calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Level Goal (SLG):</td>
<td>90% within 15 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg call talk time:</td>
<td>90 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg after call work time:</td>
<td>0 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg handle time (Agent calls):</td>
<td>90 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Call treatment Time (IVR):</td>
<td>20 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wait before abandon (Tolerance):</td>
<td>120 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockage % (PSTN Trunks):</td>
<td>1% of calls lost (Busy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recommended Agents: 25**

- Calls completed (BHCC): 792 calls
- Calls answered within SLG: 92% within 15 sec
- Calls answered beyond SLG: 8% beyond 15 sec
- Queued calls: 19.3% 152 Q Calls
- Calls answered immediately: 80.7% 639 calls
- Avg Queue Time (AQT): 17 sec 0m 17s
- Avg Speed to Answer (ASA): 3 sec 0m 3s
- Avg call duration: 113 sec 1m 53s
- Agents utilization: 79%
- Calls exceeding Abandon Tolerance: 0% 0 Calls
- PSTN Trunk Utilization: 69%
- Voice trunks required: 36 Trunks
- IVR ports required for queuing: 5 IVR Ports
- IVR ports required for call treatment: 10 IVR Ports
- Sum of Required IVR Ports: 15

Note that changes in BHCA, CCT, and service level will affect the overall number of ports and agents required in a call center. Each increase or decrease in call handling time will affect the number of ports much more dramatically than in a smaller call center.

Sizing Cisco Unified Contact Center Express and Cisco Unified Communications Manager Servers

This chapter helps you size the Cisco Unified CCX Server and the Cisco Unified Communications Manager (Cisco Unified CM) Server. This chapter contains the following sections:

- Cisco A2Q Bid Assurance Requirements, page 6-1
- Sizing Tools, page 6-1
- Affect of Performance Criteria on the Cisco Unified CCX Server, page 6-2
- Impact of Performance Criteria on the Cisco Unified CM Server(s), page 6-3

Cisco A2Q Bid Assurance Requirements

The Assessment to Quality (A2Q) process is a Cisco design review and deployment assessment initiative that identifies and solves solution issues before a deal gets booked. Cisco Customer Contact Business Unit (CCBU) requires that all new Cisco Unified CCX deals be submitted to the A2Q Contact Center team.

Please note the following requirements:

- The Cisco A2Q process must be followed for every Cisco Unified CCX deployment.
- Every Cisco Unified CCX deployment must use the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool. The tool will either automatically bid assure a configuration or will flag that a manual bid assurance review is required.
- Every Cisco Unified CCX configuration must be bid assured prior to making a final offer to a customer.

Sizing Tools

The Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR must be used to size Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR systems. Also, the Cisco Unified CM Capacity Tool (CMCT) and Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool are the only approved tools and must be used to properly size the Cisco Unified CM server(s). Before sizing the servers, first familiarize yourself with the on-line Help and frequently asked questions (FAQs) of the tools before using them to size your systems.
Cisco recommends that you count outbound agents as inbound agents when performing sizing in Cisco Unified CM server(s).

For deployments with more than 150 agent phones on MCS 7835 or MCS 7845, Cisco recommends that you deploy a minimum of two subscriber servers and a combined TFTP publisher. This agent phone limit is server platform dependent. Table 6-1 shows the maximum number of agent and non-agent phones supported on different server platforms for a 2-server Cisco Unified CM cluster with the publisher as the backup subscriber.

### Table 6-1 Maximum Number of Agent and Non-Agent Phones Supported for a 2-server Cisco Unified CM cluster on Different Platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server Platform</th>
<th>Maximum Number of Agent Phones</th>
<th>Maximum Number of Non-Agent Phones</th>
<th>Maximum BHCA per Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCS 7816</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 7825</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS 7835 or MCS 7845</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR is available online at:

http://tools.cisco.com/cucst

The tools are available online for partner access to account for the capacity required in Cisco Unified CM servers to handle CTI and call processing for Cisco Unified CCX.

- Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool is available online at:
  http://tools.cisco.com/cucst
- Cisco Unified CM Capacity Tool is available online at:
  http://www.cisco.com/cgi-bin/CT/PGWCT/ct.cgi

### Affect of Performance Criteria on the Cisco Unified CCX Server

System performance criteria fall into two general categories:

- Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR components - Applications, SW versions, capabilities, server types, and options and quantities that your system requires.
- System usage - The average number of calls placed and received per hour, the average call length, the scripts being executed, grammar used for ASR, and so forth.

### Effect of Performance Criteria

Each performance criterion can have an effect on the performance of the Cisco Unified CCX or Cisco Unified IP IVR system. In general, the more Cisco Unified CCX or Cisco Unified IP IVR components that you install and the heavier the system usage, the higher the demand on the server. However, the performance criteria can also interact in various non-linear ways to affect performance. The Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool for Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR can help you see and evaluate the effects of performance criteria on the Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified IP IVR server.
Impact of Performance Criteria on the Cisco Unified CM Server(s)

Similarly, Cisco Unified CM system performance is influenced by many criteria such as:

- **Software release versions**—Using the capacity tool, make sure to select the Cisco Unified CM software version with which Cisco Unified CCX will be working.

- **The type and quantity of devices registered**, such as:
  - CTI ports (IP IVR ports for queuing, call treatment and self service)
  - Gateway (GW) ports
  - Agent phones
  - Route points
- **The load processed by these devices (calls per second)**
- **Application call flows**
  - IVR self-service
  - Call treatment/Prompt and collect
  - Routing to agents, % transfers and conferences
- **Special Cisco Unified CM configuration and services**
  - Other non-Cisco Unified CCX devices—IP phones, GW ports, Unity ports, dial plan, and so forth.
  - Music on Hold (MOH)
  - Tracing levels—Cisco Unified CM CPU resource consumption varies depending on trace level enabled. Changing trace level from Default to Full on Cisco Unified CM can increase CPU consumption significantly under high loads. Changing tracing level from Default to No tracing can also decrease CPU consumption significantly at high loads (this is not a recommended configuration and would not be supported by Cisco TAC). CPU consumption due to default trace will vary based on load, Cisco Unified CM release, applications installed; call flow complexity, and so on.

- **Server platform type**
CHAPTER 7

Bandwidth, Security, and QoS Considerations

This chapter presents some design considerations for provisioning network bandwidth, providing security and access to corporate data stores, and ensuring Quality of Service (QoS) for Cisco Unified CCX applications.

This chapter contains the following sections:

- Estimating Bandwidth Consumption, page 7-1
- Security, page 7-11
- QoS and Call Admission Control, page 7-13
- CAC and RSVP, page 7-14

Estimating Bandwidth Consumption

Bandwidth plays a large role in deployments involving:

- The centralized call processing model (Cisco Unified CCX at the central site)
- Any call deployment model that uses call admission control or a gatekeeper

Remote Agent Traffic Profile

Cisco Unified CCX signaling represents only a very small portion of control traffic (Agent/Supervisor Desktop to and from the Cisco Unified CCX Server) in the network. For information on TCP ports and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) marking for Cisco Unified CCX and CTI traffic, see the sections on Security, page 7-11, and QoS and Call Admission Control, page 7-13.

Bandwidth estimation becomes an issue when voice is included in the calculation. Because WAN links are usually the lowest-speed circuits in an IP Telephony network, particular attention must be given to reducing packet loss, delay, and jitter where voice traffic is sent across these links. G.729 is the preferred codec for use over the WAN because the G.729 method for sampling audio introduces the least latency (only 30 msecs) in addition to any other delays caused by the network.

Where voice is included in bandwidth, system architects should consider the following factors:

- Total delay budget for latency (taking into account WAN latency, serialization delays for any local area network traversed, and any forwarding latency present in the network devices). The generally agreed-upon limit for total (one-way) latency for applications in a network is 150 milliseconds.
Impact of delays inherent in the applications themselves. 8 seconds is the average Cisco Unified CCX agent login time with no WAN delay. This includes the exchange of approximately 1,000 messages between the agent application and various servers. The overall time to log in agents increases by approximately 30 seconds for each 30 milliseconds of WAN delay.

Impact of routing protocols. For example, Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) uses quick convergence times and conservative use of bandwidth. EIGRP convergence also has a negligible impact on call processing and Cisco Unified CCX agent logins.

Method used for silently monitoring and recording agent calls. The method used dictates the bandwidth load on a given network link.

Silent Monitoring Bandwidth Usage

The silent monitoring feature of the CAD desktop software, which includes both listening to and recording agent calls, has the largest bandwidth requirements for the CAD product. Properly configuring this feature is especially important for remote agents who are connected to the main site by a WAN connection.

An agent's call can be listened to or recorded by the CAD software. To do this, a request is sent to a VoIP provider. The VoIP provider, captures the voice streams representing the call (two voice streams per call) and sends them back to the requestor. The bandwidth requirements detailed in this section are for the network links between the requestor and provider.

Silent Monitoring Requestors

There are two possible requestors in the CAD software:

- CSD
- Recording service

CSDs will send requests when the supervisor wishes to listen to an agent's call in real-time. The VoIP provider will capture the voice streams and send them back to the supervisor's desktop where they can be listened to over the desktop's speakers.

A Recording service will send requests when either a supervisor or agent wishes to record the call. The VoIP provider will send the voice streams and the Recording service will save the streams to disk so they can be listened to at a later time.

In Cisco Unified CCX, the Recording service is installed on the Cisco Unified CCX server.

Silent Monitoring Providers

There are also two possible VoIP providers in the CAD software:

- Cisco Agent Desktop
- VoIP Monitor service

The Cisco Agent Desktop application contains a service referred to as the Desktop Monitor service that runs on the agent's desktop. It is responsible for processing silent monitoring requests only for the agent logged into the CAD application on the desktop. It captures voice packets sent to the IP or soft phone associated with the logged in agent. The IP phone must be connected in series with the agent desktop on the network for this to work.
By default, this service is active on all agent desktops when the application is started. After initial installation of the CAD servers, all agents are already configured to use the Desktop Monitor service for the silent monitoring feature.

A VoIP Monitor service is able to handle multiple requests for silent monitoring simultaneously. It captures packets directly from the switch via the switch’s Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN) configuration. In a deployment without high availability, Cisco Unified CCX supports one VoIP Monitor service, which is installed on the Cisco Unified CCX server. When high availability is deployed, two VoIP Monitor services are installed, one on each Cisco Unified CCX server.

Note

IP Phone agents, who don’t have a desktop, must be configured to use a VoIP Monitor service for the silent monitoring feature.

Figure 6-1 shows a representative Cisco Unified CCX installation supporting a remote office over a WAN. Both the main office and the remote office have a VoIP and Recording service on site.

Figure 7-1 Contact Center Representation

It is easy to see where the bandwidth will be required for the silent monitoring feature when you can locate the requestors and providers.

Regardless of who the requestor and VoIP provider are, the bandwidth requirement between these two points is the bandwidth of the IP call being monitored and/or recorded. You can think of each monitoring and/or recording session as being a new phone call (2 voice streams) for calculating bandwidth. Therefore, to calculate bandwidth to support the Silent Monitoring feature, you can use the same calculations used to provision the network to handle call traffic.
IP Call Bandwidth Usage

An IP phone call consists of two streams of data. One stream is sent from phone A to phone B. The other stream is sent from phone B to phone A. The voice data is encapsulated into packets that are sent over the network. The amount of data required to store a voice stream is dependent upon the CODEC used to encode the data. The CAD software can support both the G.711 and G.729 CODEC.

The voice data itself is transmitted over the network using the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP). The RTP protocol supports the idea of silence suppression. When silence suppression is used, no voice packets are sent over the network if there is not sound. Otherwise, even packets that contain silence are sent. This lowers the average required bandwidth for a call. Although CAD supports silence suppression, the lower bandwidth requirements for silence suppression should not be used when provisioning the network because the worst case scenario would be where there is not silence in the call, requiring the full call bandwidth as if silence suppression was not enabled.

When calculating bandwidth for an IP call, you must use the size of the RTP packet plus the additional overhead of the networking protocols used to transport the RTP data through the network.

For example, G.711 packets carrying 20 ms of speech data require 64 kbps (kilobytes per second) of network bandwidth per stream. These packets are encapsulated by four layers of networking protocols (RTP, UDP, IP, and Ethernet). Each of these protocols adds its own header information to the G.711 data. As a result, the G.711 data, once packed into an Ethernet frame, requires 87.2 kbps of bandwidth per data stream as it travels over the network. Since an IP phone call consists of two voice streams, in this example, a call would require 174.4 kbps.

The amount of voice data in a single packet also influences the size of the packet and bandwidth. The example above used packets containing 20 milliseconds of speech for its calculations, but this value can be changed in the Cisco Unified CM configuration for each supported CODEC. Configuring packets to contain more speech information reduces the number of packets sent over the network and reduces the bandwidth since there are fewer packets containing the additional networking headers, but the packet sizes increase. Table 7-1 shows the bandwidth required for a phone call for the different combinations of CODEC and amount of speech per packet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODEC</th>
<th>Milliseconds of speech per packet</th>
<th>Bandwidth required (Kbps) for a call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>220.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>174.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>159.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>108.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>47.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These calculations are based on G.711 using a sampling rate of 64 kbps speech encoding and the G.729 using 8kbps. This means one second of speech encoded into the G.711 CODEC requires 65,536 bits (or 8,192 bytes) to represent one second of sound.
For full-duplex connections, the bandwidth speed applies to both incoming and outgoing traffic. (For instance, for a 100-Mbps connection, there is 100 Mbps of upload bandwidth and 100 Mbps of download bandwidth.) Therefore, an IP phone call consumes the bandwidth equivalent of a single stream of data. In this scenario, a G.711 IP phone call with no silence suppression and containing 20 milliseconds of speech per packet requires 87.2 kbps (174.4 / 2) of the available bandwidth.

Table 7-2 and Table 7-3 display the percentage of total bandwidth available, based on the network connection, which is required for simultaneous monitoring sessions handled by a VoIP provider.

The following notes apply to the bandwidth requirements shown in Table 7-8 and Table 7-9:

- The bandwidth values are calculated based on the best speed of the indicated connections. A connection’s true speed can differ from the maximum stated due to various factors.
- The bandwidth requirements are based on upload speed. Download speed affects only the incoming stream for the IP phone call.
- The values are based upon each voice packet containing 20 milliseconds of speech.
- The number of bytes in each packet include the entire Ethernet encapsulation.
- The data represents the CODECs without silence suppression. With silence suppression, the amount of bandwidth used may be lower.
- The data shown does not address the quality of the speech of the monitored call. If the bandwidth requirements approach the total bandwidth available and other applications must share access to the network, latency (packet delay) of the voice packets can affect the quality of the monitored speech. However, latency does not affect the quality of recorded speech.
- The data represents only the bandwidth required for monitoring and recording. It does not include the bandwidth requirements for other Cisco Agent Desktop modules as outlined in other sections of this document.

### Table 7-2 Available Upload Bandwidth Percentage for Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions with G.711 CODEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions</th>
<th>Percentage of Available Bandwidth Required (No Silence Suppression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The bandwidth of the connection is not large enough to support the number of simultaneous monitoring sessions.
Table 7-3  

Available Upload Bandwidth Percentage for Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions with G.729 CODEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions</th>
<th>Percentage of Available Bandwidth Required (No Silence Suppression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call only</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹. The bandwidth of the connection is not large enough to support the number of simultaneous monitoring sessions.

Bandwidth Requirements for VoIP Monitor Service

Although the bandwidth requirements are the same between the VoIP Monitor service and the Desktop Monitor service, the VoIP Monitor service can handle more simultaneous sessions (since it runs on the server). Table 7-4 and Table 7-5 expand upon the Table 7-2 and Table 7-3 by increasing the number of simultaneous sessions.

Table 7-4  

Available Upload Bandwidth Percentage for Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions with G.711 CODEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions</th>
<th>Percentage of Available Bandwidth Required (No Silence Suppression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7-4  Available Upload Bandwidth Percentage for Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions with G.711 CODEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions</th>
<th>Percentage of Available Bandwidth Required (No Silence Suppression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The bandwidth of the connection is not large enough to support the number of simultaneous monitoring sessions.

Table 7-5  Available Upload Bandwidth Percentage for Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions with G.729 CODEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Simultaneous Monitoring Sessions</th>
<th>Percentage of Available Bandwidth Required (No Silence Suppression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The bandwidth of the connection is not large enough to support the number of simultaneous monitoring sessions.

CAD Desktop Applications Bandwidth Usage

The CAD desktop applications include the following:

- Cisco Agent Desktop
- Cisco Supervisor Desktop
- Cisco Desktop Administrator

These applications also require a certain amount of bandwidth, although far less than the Desktop Monitor service. In addition, the type of communication across the network is bursty. In general, bandwidth usage is low when the agents are not performing any actions. When features or actions are requested, the bandwidth increases for the time it takes to perform the action, which is usually less than one second, then drop down to the steady state level. From a provisioning standpoint, one must determine the probability of all the CAD agents performing a particular action at the same time. It might be more
helpful to characterize the call center and determine the maximum number of simultaneous actions (in the worst case) to determine instantaneous bandwidth requirements, then determine what amount of delay is tolerable for a percentage of the requested actions.

For example, the raw bandwidth requirement for 300 CAD agents logging in simultaneously is about 4.5 Kilobytes/second and the login time is about 9 seconds (with no network delay) for each agent. If the WAN link did not have this much bandwidth, logins would take longer as packets were queued before being sent and received. If this caused the login attempts to take twice as long (18 seconds), would this delay be acceptable? If not, more bandwidth should be provisioned.

Each of these applications communicates with the base CAD services running on server machines. In addition, the agent desktop application communicates with the CTI server for call control actions and state changes. Table 7-6 displays the types of messaging for each application.

Table 7-6  Messaging Type By CAD Desktop Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>Message types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Agent Desktop</td>
<td>Login/Logoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agent state changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call status Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desktop Monitoring/Recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chat messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Performance messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real-time data refresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Supervisor Desktop</td>
<td>Login/Logoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agent state updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call status updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silent Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call Recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call Playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chat messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Performance messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real-time data refresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco Desktop Administrator</td>
<td>Configuration information retrieval and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Configuration data refresh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cisco Agent Desktop Bandwidth Usage

CAD agents are able to login and logoff their agents, change their agent state, handle calls, and send reporting information to the base servers. The bandwidth requirements for these activities are fairly small but can add up when many agents are considered.

Table 7-10 displays the average bandwidth requirements for different numbers of agents. This information is derived from bandwidth testing and extrapolation of bandwidth data. Since there are many variables that can affect bandwidth, a configuration that resulted in higher bandwidth usage was chosen to provide near worst-case scenarios. If the agent’s WAN link meets or exceeds the bandwidth requirements shown in this table, Cisco Agent Desktop will be able to run without delays in message passing.
The configuration parameters that affect bandwidth and apply to tables 8-13 and 8-14 are shown below.

- Number of skills per agent: 10
- Number of agents per team: 20
- Number of teams: 50
- Number of agent state changes per agent per hour: 10 (does not count state changes due to handling calls)
- Calls per agent per hour: 60
- Team Performance Messages per team per hour: 8
- Chat messages sent/received per hour: 20
- Average chat message size (in bytes): 40
- Number of calls recorded per hour: 0

The bandwidth requirements shown do not include the bandwidth of the RTP streams for the call, recording, or monitoring session.

Table 7-7  Average Bandwidth Requirements For Cisco Agent Desktop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of agents</th>
<th>Average Download Bandwidth (Kilobytes/second)</th>
<th>Average Upload Bandwidth (Kilobytes/second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cisco Agent Desktop provides a bandwidth calculator that can be used with both Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified CCE. Additional information about the Cisco Agent Desktop Bandwidth Calculator is available at: http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/product/icm/bandcalc/index.htm.

Cisco Supervisor Desktop Bandwidth Usage

A CSD will receive events for all the agent’s of the team that the supervisor is logged into. This information includes state changes, call handling, login/logoff, and so on. The more agents, skills, and calls there are, the more data will be sent to supervisors. In addition, particular reports are automatically refreshed periodically to provide real-time data while the supervisor is viewing the report. Refreshing reports requires additional bandwidth.

Table 7-8 uses the same basic configuration parameters used to determine the bandwidth numbers in Table 7-7, with the following differences:

- The calculations are based on 1 supervisor per 10 agents
The Team Agent Statistics Report is viewed
The Team Skill Statistics Report is viewed

Table 7-8  Bandwidth Requirements For Cisco Supervisor Desktop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of agents</th>
<th>Average Download Bandwidth (Kilobytes/second)</th>
<th>Average Upload Bandwidth (Kilobytes/second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cisco Desktop Administrator Bandwidth Usage

The bandwidth requirements for CDA are very small and are only seen when an administrator is actively changing configurations. In general, the bandwidth used by CDA is negligible from a provisioning standpoint.

Remote Agent Traffic Profile

Cisco Unified CCX signaling represents only a very small portion of control traffic (Cisco Unified CM CTI and ICD subsystems) in the network. For information on TCP ports and Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) marking for Cisco Unified CCX ICD and CTI traffic, see the sections on Security, page 7-11, and QoS and Call Admission Control, page 7-13.

Bandwidth estimation becomes an issue when voice is included in the calculation. Because WAN links are usually the lowest-speed circuits in an IP Telephony network, particular attention must be given to reducing packet loss, delay, and jitter where voice traffic is sent across these links. G.729 is the preferred codec for use over the WAN because the G.729 method for sampling audio introduces the least latency (only 30 milliseconds) in addition to any other delays caused by the network.

Where voice is included in bandwidth, system architects should consider the following factors:

- Total delay budget for latency (taking into account WAN latency, serialization delays for any local area network traversed, and any forwarding latency present in the network devices). The generally agreed-upon limit for total (one-way) latency for applications in a network is 150 milliseconds.
- Impact of delays inherent in the applications themselves. 25 seconds is the initial Cisco Unified CCX agent login setup time with no WAN delay. The overall time to log in agents and base delay adds approximately 30 seconds of delay per 30 milliseconds of WAN delay.
- Impact of routing protocols. For example, Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) uses quick convergence times and conservative use of bandwidth. EIGRP convergence also has a negligible impact on call processing and Cisco Unified CCX agent logins.
Use Table 7-9 to estimate the number of Cisco Unified CCX agents that can be maintained across the WAN (with IP Telephony QoS enabled). These numbers are derived from testing where an entire call session to Cisco Unified CCX agents, including G.729 RTP streams, is sent across the WAN. Approximately 30% of bandwidth is provisioned for voice. Voice drops are more of an issue when you are running RTP in conjunction with Cisco Agent Desktop and other background traffic across the WAN. These voice drops might occur with a specific number of agents at a certain link speed, and those possible scenarios are denoted by the entry N/A (not applicable) in Table 7-9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame Relay</th>
<th>128 KB</th>
<th>256 KB</th>
<th>512 KB</th>
<th>768 KB</th>
<th>T1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.729</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In remote agent deployments, QoS mechanisms should be used to optimize WAN bandwidth utilization. Advanced queuing and scheduling techniques should be used in distribution and core areas as well. For information on QoS traffic classification, see QoS and Call Admission Control, page 7-13. For provisioning guidelines for centralized call processing deployments, refer the Cisco IP Telephony Solution Reference Network Design documentation, available online at:

Security

Security can be implemented on many levels. Applications security is clearly dependent upon security implemented at the infrastructure level. For more details on security at the network infrastructure level, refer the security design considerations in the Cisco IP Telephony Solution Reference Network Design documentation, available online at

Corporate Data Access

Aside from call routing, Cisco Unified CCX or Cisco Unified IP IVR scripts often process enterprise data from existing corporate data stores such as a database or a corporate directory server for functions such as account authorization and order status. Often, these data stores already exist and share data with other enterprise applications. Figure 7-2 shows an example of a network where voice and data components reside in separate VLANs and are separated by a firewall.
Cisco Unified CCX can communicate with these external sources through its subsystems, provided Network Address Translation (NAT) is not used.

**Port Utilization for Product Revisions**

For a list of the TCP and UCP ports used by Cisco Unified CCX, including Cisco Unified IP IVR and Cisco Unified CCX, see the Port Utilization Guide, which is accessible from the following web page:


**Ping, NAT, PAT, and Reverse DNS Lookups**

The following configurations and information are required for the CAD software to work properly.

The Cisco Agent Desktop application uses the TCP Ping command to verify that it can communicate with the active VoIP servers. This is done even if no agents are configured to use a VoIP Monitor service for the silent monitoring feature. If Ping is disabled on the machine running a CAD VoIP Monitor Server, the silent monitoring feature will not work properly.

There are certain CAD modules that rely upon reverse DNS lookups. If this feature is turned off on the machines running CAD services, there will be a loss of some functionality and errors will be generated and logged.

Network Address Translation (NAT) and Port Address Translation (PAT) are supported between CAD and the Cisco Unified CCX servers as long as the CAD client applications are behind a VPN. NAT is supported with IP Phone Agent (IPPA). However, it is required that you use static IP addresses for the IP Phone Agent phones as well as Static NAT. Dynamic NAT and address overloading are not supported. PAT is not supported with IPPA. Refer to the *Cisco CAD Installation Guide* for more detail.
QoS and Call Admission Control

Quality of Service (QoS) becomes an issue when more voice and application-related traffic is added to an already growing amount of data traffic on your network. Accordingly, Cisco Unified CCX and time-sensitive traffic such as voice need higher QoS guarantees than less time-sensitive traffic such as file transfers or emails (particularly if you are using a converged network).

QoS should be used to assign different qualities to data streams to preserve Cisco Unified CCX mission-critical and voice traffic. The following are some examples of available QoS mechanisms:

- Packet classification and usage policies applied at the edge of the network, such as Policy Based Routing (PBR) and Committed Access Rate (CAR).
- End-to-end queuing mechanisms, such as Low Latency Queuing (LLQ). Because voice is susceptible to increased latency and jitter on low-speed links, Link Fragmentation and Interleaving (LFI) can also be used to reduce delay and jitter by subdividing large datagrams and interleaving low-delay traffic with the resulting smaller packets.
- Scheduling mechanisms such as Traffic Shaping to optimize bandwidth utilization on output links.

Classifying Cisco Unified CCX and Application-Related Traffic

Table 7-10 and the following section list TCP ports and DSCP markings for use in prioritizing Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified CM mission-critical CTI traffic. The DSCP Markings for call signaling traffic between Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Unified Communication manager and for voice traffic played from the Unified CCX server are set by default according to the recommended traffic classification guidelines documented in Cisco Unified Communications System Design Guidance, available at: [http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd](http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd).

Cisco Unified CCX does not mark any network traffic other than those mentioned above.

The performance criteria used in classifying such traffic includes:

- No packet drops on the outbound or inbound interface of the WAN edge router
- Voice (G.729) loss under 1%
- One-way voice delay under 150 msecs

A detailed description of QoS is not within the scope of this design guide. For QoS design recommendations, refer the Quality of Service design guide available at: [http://www.cisco.com/go/designzone](http://www.cisco.com/go/designzone)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cisco Unified CCX Component</th>
<th>Interface / Protocol</th>
<th>Port</th>
<th>DSCP Marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTI messaging between Cisco Unified CCX Cisco Unified CM Telephony subsystem and Cisco Unified CM (both directions)</td>
<td>CTIQBE</td>
<td>TCP 2748</td>
<td>CS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP (Cisco Unified CCX administration page and IPPA interface)</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>TCP 6293</td>
<td>AF21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXL to Cisco Unified CM for User configuration and authentication (SSL)</td>
<td>SOAP AXL</td>
<td>TCP 8433</td>
<td>AF21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>SMTP</td>
<td>TCP 25</td>
<td>CS0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messaging data between Cisco Unified CCX and Cisco Agent Desktop</td>
<td>CTI</td>
<td>TCP 42027</td>
<td>CS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAP1</td>
<td>TCP 143</td>
<td>CS0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most important network traffic for quality of service consideration in the CAD software is the voice streams sent between VoIP requestors and providers. The processes that send and receive these voice streams have been set to have higher priorities than other processing threads. This helps assure that there will be no delays in processing these voice streams. However, the voice streams themselves contain no QoS markings. These markings are stripped off when the voice streams are captured by the VoIP provider’s software. The networking components used to send these data streams (switches, routers, gateways) should be configured with the appropriate QoS settings to ensure the delivery of these voice streams to meet the intended QoS requirements.

CAC and RSVP

Cisco Unified CM supports Resource-Reservation Protocol (RSVP) between endpoints within a cluster. RSVP is a protocol used for Call Admission Control (CAC) and is used by the routers in the network to reserve bandwidth for calls. The bandwidth being controlled is only for the voice streams, call signalling traffic is not part of CAC.

Before RSVP, each Cisco Unified CM cluster maintained its own calculation of how many active calls were traversing between locations in order to calculate bandwidth usage. If more than one Cisco Unified CM cluster shared the same link, bandwidth would have to be carved out and dedicated for each cluster, and this led to inefficient use of available bandwidth. RSVP also enables customers to deploy complex network topology while Location-based CAC is limited to a hub-and-spoke type of topology.

RSVP solves this problem by tracing the path between two RSVP Agents that reside on the same LAN as the IP Phones. A software MTP or transcoder resource that runs on Cisco IOS routers can be RSVP Agents. The RSVP Agents are controlled by Cisco Unified CM and are inserted into the media stream between the two IP phones when a call is made. The RSVP Agent of the originating IP Phone will traverse the network to the destination IP Phone’s RSVP Agent, and reserve bandwidth. Since the network routers (and not Cisco Unified CM) are keeping track of bandwidth usage, multiple phone calls can traverse the same RSVP controlled link even if the calls are controlled by multiple Cisco Unified CMs.

For more information, see the RSVP chapter in Cisco Unified Communications Solution Reference Network Design (SRND).

Cisco Unified CCX selects a call center agent independent of the mechanism, using either RSVP or Location-based CAC; that is, Cisco Unified CCX routes a call to an available agent even though the agent phone might not be able to receive the call due to lack of bandwidth. Thus, proper sizing of bandwidth between sites is very important.

For any call transfer, there are moments when two calls are active. If any of the active calls traverses between sites, then CAC is used. Even when the original call is placed on hold during a transfer, that call still takes up the same amount of bandwidth just like an active call.

In Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4, the voice gateway and agents are at a remote site, while the Cisco Unified CCX server is at a data center site. A call from PSTN reaches the voice gateway at the remote site and connects to Cisco Unified CCX at the data center. This takes one call bandwidth over the WAN link, which is represented by the caller stream. Once an agent is available and selected at the remote site, Cisco Unified CCX transfers the call to the agent.
During the transfer, before the agent picks up the call, there is another call setup between Cisco Unified CCX and the agent phone. It takes up another call bandwidth over the WAN, and is represented by the agent stream in Figure 7-3. Once the agent picks up the call, the voice traffic is between the voice gateway and the agent phone, which are both at the remote site. At that time, no bandwidth is reserved over the WAN; see Figure 7-4. This example shows how call bandwidth is reserved in a contact center call that is eventually routed to an agent. Depending on where the voice gateway, the agents, and the Cisco Unified CCX server are located, proper WAN bandwidth should be provisioned.
Figure 7-4  After Agent Picks Up Call
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Server Capacities and Limits

Table A-1 provides a list of capacity limits when deploying Cisco Unified CCX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MCS-7845, Cisco Unified CM Deployment</th>
<th>All Supported Servers, Cisco Unified CME Deployment on ISR</th>
<th>All Supported Servers, Cisco Unified CME Deployment on UC500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of inbound agents</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of outbound agents</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of supervisors</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of IVR ports</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows absolute limits. Reaching the limits for multiple criteria in a specific configuration might not be possible. Use the Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool to validate your configuration. This tool is available at:

http://tools.cisco.com/cucst

The Cisco Unified Communications Sizing Tool is available to Cisco partners only. For more details and to validate your configuration, contact your Cisco sales engineer or Cisco partner to access this tool.

The Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet (see link below) contains tables with more detailed server capacities and limits. Use the numbers in this data sheet as the final authority on maximum capacities and limits.


For information on capacity and sizing of Cisco Workforce Optimization, refer to Cisco Workforce Optimization System Configuration Guide.
Voice Over IP Monitoring

Monitoring and recording of agent calls can be supported by two different methods in this release of Cisco Unified CCX:

- Via the traditional VoIP monitor Service: captures packets directly from an IP network switch via the switch’s Switched Port Analyzer (SPAN) configuration. Design considerations for the traditional SPAN-based VoIP monitor Service are provided at the end of this appendix (see Design Considerations for SPAN-Based Services, page B-1).

- Via the Cisco Agent Desktop, also known as Endpoint monitoring or the Desktop Monitoring Service: The agent’s IP phone repeats RTP packets to the agent’s PC. When a supervisor wants to monitor/record the agent, the supervisor application sends a message to the agent desktop to forward the RTP packets to the supervisor, who can then monitor the agent/caller conversation via the sound card on his or her PC. This method requires the agent to use the Cisco Agent Desktop (not the IP Phone Agent) and a phone that supports desktop monitoring. For a list of phones that support desktop monitoring, refer the Cisco Unified CCX Software and Hardware Compatibility Guide, which is available at:
  

  Design considerations for the new Desktop (Endpoint) Monitoring Service are provided in Chapter 7, “Bandwidth, Security, and QoS Considerations.”

Design Considerations for SPAN-Based Services

The traditional SPAN-based VoIP service allows the IP traffic from one or more ports to be copied and sent to a single destination port.

Be aware of these factors when configuring traditional SPAN-based VoIP monitor services:

- Cisco Unified CCX does not support using a second NIC for SPAN-Based VoIP monitor. As a result, switches that do not allow the destination port of a SPAN configuration to act as a normal network connection cannot be used to perform VoIP monitor. The following switches that do not support normal network traffic on SPAN destination ports are not supported: 2950, 3000, 3100, 3200, 3550.

- The following switches do NOT support SPAN sessions: 1700, 2100, 2800, 2948G-L3, 4840G, CE-500, CE-520.

- Local SPANs (LSPANs) are SPANs where all the source ports and the destination port are physically located on the same switch. Remote SPANs (RSPANs) can include source ports that are physically located on another switch. The following switches do NOT support RSPAN (although they may be
In some configurations, the VoIP Monitor service can receive duplicate voice packets, which causes poor speech quality. To avoid this, only Ingress packets to a port are sent to the VoIP monitor service. This is a setting for SPAN, which the following switches do NOT support: 1900, 2820, 2900, 2900XL, 3000, 3100, 3200, 3500XL.

In some switches, SPAN cannot use VLANs as sources, which is known as VSPAN. In that case, SPAN must designate individual ports to use for monitoring. The following switches do NOT support VSPAN: 1200, 1900, 2820, 2900XL, 2950, 3000, 3100, 3200, 3500XL, 3524-PWR XL.

For more information, refer to the Voice Over IP Monitoring Best Practices Deployment Guide.

Table B-1 shows the limits of the number of SPAN and RSPAN sessions that can exist on a switch:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch Model</th>
<th>Maximum SPAN Sessions Allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2820</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900XL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926GS</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926GL</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926T</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926F</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2940</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2948G</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2960 LAN Lite</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2960 LAN Base</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2980G</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500XL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3524-PWR XL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3508GL XL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3560</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3750</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4003</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4006</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2912G</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5002</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Deployment Guidelines for Agent Phones that support G.722 or iLBC

Cisco Unified CCX is capable of monitoring and recording G.711 and G.729 agent calls only. The newer version of some agent phones for Cisco Unified CM and Cisco Unified CME support G.722 and iLBC. If both the calling device (voice gateway or IP Phone) and agent phone support G.722 or iLBC, these codecs may be chosen as the preferred codec for the call. Thus, monitoring and recording will fail. In order to prevent these codecs from being used in the call, the following configurations are recommended:

**For Cisco Unified CM**
- Disable advertising G.722 codec capability for the agent phone if the phone supports this codec.
- In the Region used by the agent phone, set the audio codec as G.711 or G.729 only and do not set the Link Lossy Type as Lossy to prevent iLBC from being used.

**For Cisco Unified CME**
Do not set the preferred codec as G.722 or iLBC for any device registered with Cisco Unified CME so that these codecs will not be chosen as the result of codec negotiation during call setup.

### Maximum supported sessions for SPAN based Monitoring and Recording

For the MCS 7845 server, the maximum values for “Silent Monitoring” and “Recording and Playback” sessions are dependent upon the whether the deployed environment is making use of SPAN or Desktop based monitoring.

SPAN based monitoring is performed by the VoIP Monitoring Service that resides on the Cisco Unified CCX server. The VoIP Monitor Service enables the silent monitoring and recording features across the configured domain of agent phones (devices). This VoIP Monitoring Service has a hard coded maximum of 58 concurrent sessions. An agent that is recorded, or monitored, or recorded and monitored at the same time will consume one session. Since both the Silent Monitoring and Recording features receive packets from a common VoIP Monitoring Service, concurrent use of one feature can impact the number of sessions available for use by the other. As a result, in a Cisco Unified CCX environment configured for SPAN based monitoring, no more than 58 agent devices can be monitored and recorded simultaneously.

---

### Table B-1  SPAN AND RSPAN Switch-Based Session Limits (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch Model</th>
<th>Maximum SPAN Sessions Allowed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5505</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5509</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6006</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6009</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6506</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6509</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6513</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For deployments utilizing non-7845 MCS servers, this limitation does not impact the listed maximums, since the combined values listed for maximum concurrent “Silent Monitoring” and “Recording and Playback” are fewer than 58. However, in a 7845 Premium deployment, the stated maximums are 32 monitoring and 64 recording and playback. It would only be possible for the system to operate at both maximums if the combined monitoring sessions and recording sessions are fewer than or equal to 58 and the remainder are playback sessions. For more information on the maximum number of supported "Silent monitoring" and "Recording and Playback" sessions for each server platform refer to the Cisco Unified CCX Data Sheet available here:


Note
Desktop based monitoring is performed by the VoIP Monitoring Service that resides on the Agent Desktop. It also enables silent monitoring and recording, but its domain is the single device to which the agent station is physically attached. Because the VoIP Monitoring Service runs on the agent PC, and not the Cisco Unified CCX server, it does not contribute any CPU load to the Cisco Unified CCX server. And, unlike the SPAN based environment, the concurrent monitoring sessions have no impact on concurrent recording and playback sessions. As a result, in a Cisco Unified CCX environment configured for End-Point based monitoring, the maximum number of concurrent silent monitoring sessions is limited by the number of concurrent supervisor sessions supported for the MCS server. Similarly, in this environment, the maximum number of concurrent recording and play back sessions is also limited by the MCS server size.

Recording and Monitoring Support on Cisco Unified CCX Hardware Platforms

Table B-2 shows the support for live monitoring and recording using the different recording mechanisms (SPAN, Desktop, and Network based) on the available Cisco Unified CCX Hardware Platforms.

Network based recording/monitoring uses the Cisco Unified CM Recording and Monitoring feature and utilizes the built in bridge (BiB) on the agent’s phone. For further details on network based recording and monitoring, refer to Configuring and Troubleshooting VoIP Monitoring guide at the following location: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/voice_ip_comm/custom_contact/contact_center/cad_enterprise/non_release_docs/voip-mon-troubleshooting.pdf

Table B-2  Live monitoring and recording using the different recording mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Live Monitoring</th>
<th>SPAN (C Series)</th>
<th>SPAN (B Series)</th>
<th>SPAN (MCS)</th>
<th>Desktop Based</th>
<th>Network (BiB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD-BE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD (Citrix/Terminal Services)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR/ QM / AQM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B-2  
Live monitoring and recording using the different recording mechanisms (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recording</th>
<th>SPAN (C Series)</th>
<th>SPAN (B Series)</th>
<th>SPAN (MCS)</th>
<th>Desktop Based</th>
<th>Network (BiB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAD</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD-BE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD (Citrix/Terminal Services)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR/ QM / AQM</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cisco Unified Contact Center Express Integration with LDAP Server

Cisco Unified CCX stores the configuration in the local datastore on the Cisco Unified CCX server. Cisco Unified CCX accesses the user information from Cisco Unified CM via the Cisco Unified CM Administrative XML Layer (AXL) API. User authentication is also done via the Cisco Unified CM AXL API.

Cisco Unified CCX supports Microsoft Active Directory (AD) and Netscape Directory (ND). However, since the integration is done on the Cisco Unified CM LDAP configuration, the user information is downloaded from the LDAP directory to the Cisco Unified CM local database, which in turn is synched down to Cisco Unified CCX periodically via the AXL API. User authentication requests are sent to Cisco Unified CM via the AXL API and then relayed to the external LDAP directory service if configured.

Because user authentication requires access to a user database in the LDAP server, if the LDAP server is down or unavailable, you cannot access the Cisco Unified CCX Administration web interface and agents cannot log in. Thus, install a redundant LDAP server to provide high availability. Cisco Unified CM allows you to configure multiple LDAP servers to provide redundancy.

Cisco Unified CCX-specific users for Cisco Unified CM Telephony and RmCm subsystems are now created under the Cisco Unified Communications Manager Application User Group. Thus, these users are under the control of Cisco Unified CM and can be created by Cisco Unified CCX via the AXL API. This allows the Cisco Unified CCX auto provisioning feature to work seamlessly without requiring manual access the LDAP directory configuration tool.

In scenarios where multiple Cisco Unified CCX systems are configured on the same Cisco Unified CM cluster, each Cisco Unified CCX system has visibility to all Resources on the Cisco Unified CM cluster. Any user who has been assigned an ICD extension in Cisco Unified CM will be listed as a Resource in Cisco Unified CCX Administration for each Cisco Unified CCX system. Since a Resource can only be associated with one Cisco Unified CCX system, this requires that the Administrator be aware of which resources are associated with each system. The Administrator can mitigate the confusion by having a unique naming convention for Resources associated with a particular Cisco Unified CCX system.

Since Cisco Unified CCX synchronizes with the Cisco Unified CM database for user information every 10 minutes, a Cisco Unified CM cluster with multiple Cisco Unified CCX systems will take longer to synchronize and generate more traffic that could impact the network and server performance.

For more information about LDAP integration on Cisco Unified CM, refer the Cisco Unified Communications Solution Reference Network Design (SRND).

For more information about directory access and best practices, please refer the directory access and integration topic in Cisco Unified Communications Solution Reference Network Design (SRND) at: http://www.cisco.com/go/ucsrnd
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